Region I

ASHRAE — REGION I — HISTORY.

see also MECHANICS INSTITUTE

97-4855 ASHRAE — REGION I — HISTORY.
   2 leaves ; 28 cm.
   One list shows all winners by chapter, historian and category. Another list shows which were currently included and which had been sent earlier in the year.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — History.

94-2535 ASHRAE — REGION I — HISTORY.
   Root, Gordon W.
   10 p. ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten (copy) in spiral bound cover. Includes statistics on the chapters of Region I.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — BI-STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4082 ASHRAE — REGION I — BI-STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   8 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Bi-State Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1865 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Printed form filled in by hand (photocopy) Lists the officers and directors for the years with notes on special events of the year.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

93-1864 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Annual dinner dance and installation of officers — 1992 May 9.
   11 [i.e., 6] leaves ; 28 cm.
   Booklet (photocopy). Contains a brief history of the Chapter.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

94-2420 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   [Correspondence] — 1973 April 4, 30.
   3 sheets ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (carbon copy and original). Request for lists of Past Presidents (Chapter level).
Includes list, letters between R.C. Thomas, VP of Boston Chapter and S.C. Singleton of ASHRAE.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

99-5102 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hardisty, George M.
The history of Britta I. MacIntosh, P.E. of the Boston Chapter of ASHRAE / George M. Hardisty. — 1999
Feb. 16.
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

02-5187 ASHRAE—REGION I—BOSTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hardisty, George.
The history of Reichard E. Scogland / [by George Hardisty].—2000 August 4.
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Boston Chapter—History.

02-5190 ASHRAE—REGION I—BOSTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hardisty, George.
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Boston Chapter—History.

99-5060 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hardisty, George M.
ii, 86, 34, 4, 1, 5 ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

94-2419 ASHRAE — REGION I — BOSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed (photocopy). Memo, copy from 1913 Transactions, lists of Region I information.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Boston Chapter — History.

99-5037 ASHRAE — REGION I — BI-STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Stewart, Wayne L.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Bi-State Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION I — BUFFALO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-685 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Britton, Paul E.
A Brief history / Paul E. Britton.
8 p. ; 28 cm. + cover letter ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopies). The cover letter is from (then) President-Elect Don Rich, dated May 22, 1991. The pages from the chapter directory include the brief history, membership information, recipients of ASHRAE Awards from the Chapter and a list of the members.

02-5189 ASHRAE—REGION I—CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Britton, Paul E.
Chapter past President interview, Philip A. Peterson / Paul E. Britton.—2002 January 28.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Central New York Chapter—History.

99-5038 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Britton, Paul.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

99-5112 ASHRAE – REGION I – CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Britton, Paul E.
Theodore G. Foster / Paul E. Britton. – 1999 Jan. 5.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region I – Central New York Chapter – History.

95-4075 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Brown, Leonard N.
"Carlyle M. Ashley" - some highlights of his career / Leonard N. Brown — 1994?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
94-2406 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Brown, Leonard N.
1 v. various pagings : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

94-2532 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Brown, Leonard N.
Some historical comments on Central New York Chapter of ASHRAE — 1989 April 12.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

94-3666 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Charter for the organization of the Central New York Chapter of The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers — 1944 Oct. 16.
1 piece ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of original.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

94-3493 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Galson, Edgar.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Part of the Chapter newsletter?
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

95-4074 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Miller, Harold S.
24 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed. Includes letter from Tony Giometti asking if the history should be a gold ribbon winner. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.

94-2418 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[8] leaves ; 28 cm.
Handwritten (original) and typewritten (copy). Includes Chapter Historical Questionnaire, lists of charter dates, CRC locations for Region I and memo.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Central New York Chapter — History.

94-2598 ASHRAE — REGION I — CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Treichler, W. W., 1923-
ASHRAE — REGION I — CHAMPLAIN VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4072 ASHRAE — REGION I — CHAMPLAIN VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Appleby, Loran V.
26 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Champlain Valley Chapter — History.

99-5103 ASHRAE – REGION I – CHAMPLAIN VALLEY CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Poole, Steve.
The Leo/Climate Systems story / Steve Poole. – 1999 June 11.
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region I – Champlain Valley Chapter – History.

07-5439 ASHRAE—REGION I—CHAMPLAIN VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
ASHRAE CVC “Chronicle.”
1 Compact disc.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Champlain Valley Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — CONNECTICUT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4079 ASHRAE — REGION I — CONNECTICUT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Connecticut Chapter history and activities — 1994 Dec. 2.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Connecticut Chapter — History.

03-5250 ASHRAE—REGION I—CONNECTICUT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Knowlton, Philip B.
Connecticut Chapter history and activities – April 2003.
2 leaves : 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Connecticut Chapter—History.

99-5104 ASHRAE – REGION I – CONNECTICUT CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Knowlton, Phil.
David C. Allen, P.E. / Phil Knowlton. – 1999 Feb. 22.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
02-5191 ASHRAE—REGION I—CONNECTICUT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Knowlton, Phil.
   5 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002.
   1. ASHRAE—Region I—Connecticut Chapter—History.

99-5036 ASHRAE — REGION I — CONNECTICUT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Knowlton, Philip.
   1996-1997 Gold Ribbon for History Award for the Connecticut Chapter, ASHRAE : chapter history up-date
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Connecticut Chapter — History.

95-3735 ASHRAE — REGION I — CONNECTICUT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   2 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Computer-printed (photocopy). Describes the saga of the Charter of the Connecticut Chapter.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Connecticut Chapter — History.

96-4564 ASHRAE — REGION I — CONNECTICUT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Evans, Paul.
   1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 38 x 101 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm. or smaller.
   Looseleaf. Includes photocopies of blueprints, service manual, photographs. A special project done for the Centennial celebration. Stored on shelf in archives.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Connecticut Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — GRANITE STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5101 ASHRAE — REGION I — GRANITE STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gosselin, Paul.
   History of Northern Peabody Inc. / Paul Gosselin. — 1999 July 1.
   2 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Granite State Chapter — History.

99-5039 ASHRAE — REGION I — GRANITE STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sauberlich, Kelly.
   1996-1997 Gold Ribbon for History Award for the Granite State Chapter, ASHRAE : history of an event /
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
   1. ASHRAE — Region I — Granite State Chapter — History.
95-4078 ASHRAE — REGION I — GRANITE STATE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Whitney, Dave.
Cate Farm freezer facility / Dave Whitney.
Manchester, NH : Granite State Chapter Newsletter, 1995 June.
[Page 3] : ill. ; 28 x 46 cm. folded to 28 x 23 cm. or smaller.
Printed. Copy of newsletter with two extra pages of photocopied pictures. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Granite State Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — LONG ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5105 ASHRAE – REGION I – LONG ISLAND CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Diemel, Melvin.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.

95-4080 ASHRAE — REGION I — LONG ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gilroy, Walter.
E. W. Hoffmann, Inc. history and significance to the ASHRAE Long Island Chapter / submitted by Walter Gilroy — 1995 March.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Long Island Chapter — History.

93-1624 ASHRAE — REGION I — LONG ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Laser printed.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Long Island Chapter — History.

99-5043 ASHRAE — REGION I — LONG ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
O'Rourke, Michael.
History of a system, Suffolk County Community College / prepared by Michael O'Rourke. — 1997 June.
10 leaves, 11 photos (10 x 15 cm.) : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Long Island Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — MAINE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5042 ASHRAE — REGION I — MAINE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Broderick, Daniel.
ASHRAE — REGION I — MAINE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1885 from then...until now 1995 June 25.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Maine Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see also ASHVE — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS; FROZEN FOODS — HISTORY.

93-1625 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-
The Beginnings of our chapter / Al Greenberg — 1993 April 23.
Printed and handwritten (photocopy). Cover note with the histories taken from the Chapter newsletter. There are some inaccuracies, but good reading.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History. 2. Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-

94-2561 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-
Chapter history for 1924 / Al Greenberg.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
Printed. Continuation of chapter history.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History. 2. Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-

94-3321 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-
Chapter history for 1923 and other tidbits / Al Greenberg.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
Bulletin clipping. Continuation of chapter history.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History. 2. Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-

99-5106 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History.
99-5040 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History.

93-1861 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-.
The third decade of our chapter's history - 1915 to 1924 / Al Greenberg.
Pages [4-7] : 28 cm.
Printed, newsletter. Describes developments in New York City in 1915 in H & V.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History. 2. Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-.

95-3683 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
New York Chapter Bulletin.
5 issues : ill. ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copies of the New York Chapter history.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History.

13-5935 ASHRAE—REGION I—NEW YORK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
New York Chapter short history, 1911-2011.
6 p. : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
Brief 100-year history of the New York Chapter.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—New York Chapter.

94-3212 ASHRAE — REGION I — NEW YORK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
N.Y.C. past presidents — 1968?
3 sheets ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (mimeograph). Lists the presidents of the New York Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — New York Chapter — History.

10-5925 ASHRAE—REGION I—NEW YORK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Weiss, Alexander.
Chronological listing of important chapter events. Include bibliography.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—New York Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see also ASHRAE — HISTORICAL COMMITTEE; ASHRAE — REGION I — ROCHESTER CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4077 ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
14 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy and original). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.

99-5107 ASHRAE – REGION I – NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Champagne, Ken.
7 leaves ; 28 cm
1. ASHRAE – Region I – Niagara Frontier Chapter – History.

92-708 ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Correspondence] — 1982 January 12 and February 8.
2 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (one original, one photocopy). Includes letter from W. Allan Gardner to Steve Comstock and his reply, concerning records about the Western New York Chapter. It is now Niagara Frontier.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.  2. Comstock, W. Stephen.  3. McClive, John R.

92-701 ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Correspondence] 1982 February 16, 22, 24.
3 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and handwritten. Letter from John R. McClive to Steve Comstock concerning the draft of his talk and offering to ASHRAE for possible publication. Also, reply from Steve Comstock asking for illustrations if available and this letter returned with note from Mr. McClive stating that the illustrations were slide format only.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.  2. Comstock, W. Stephen.  3. McClive, John R.

99-5026 ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of an event : [joint meeting between Niagara Frontier Chapter and the Rochester Chapter of ASHRAE.] — 1996 October 29.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.  2. ASHRAE — Region I — Rochester Chapter — History.

95-3677 ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Map and news item on first meeting of chapter]
Pages 555, 86 ; map ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Typewritten note on one page about founding history.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
McClive, John R.
Early developments in heating, ventilating and air conditioning / John R. McClive.
July 30, 1980.
16 leaves.
Typescript (photocopy). Includes descriptions for a related slide show.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History. 2. McClive, John R.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
McClive, John R.
3 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (some photocopied). Includes history of the industry, chronological list of
people and their contributions, patents, etc. Many listed were not only pioneers in the field, but early
members of our organization.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History. 2. McClive, John R.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Niagara Frontier Chapter, 50th anniversary dinner — 1969 October 6.
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see also IWASHITA, GEORGE K., 1908-1973; ASHVE — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred, 1924-
History : 1922 / by Alfred Greenberg.
Pages 4-5 ; 28 cm.
Newsletter clipping (photocopy). Discusses the formation of the Society and those early
meetings, tracking down the actual physical location of the buildings for a historical plaque to be
located.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — North Jersey Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — North Jersey Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenberg, Alfred.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.

1. ASHRAE — Region I — North Jersey Chapter — History.

94-3501 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the North Jersey Chapter of ASHRAE — 1993?
Page 5 ; 22 cm.
Printed. Page is torn from a booklet.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — North Jersey Chapter — History.

93-1863 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
North Jersey Chapter History PAOE points [and history] — 1993.
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Letters, printed matter from the chapter newsletter (photocopies, one letter is an original)
Includes a copy of a history of the chapter published in seven parts.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — North Jersey Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4076 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Activities of the Chapter Historical Committee / submitted by Gerard A. Marciano — 1995 June 13 and earlier dates.
39 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Includes several interviews with older members and "Lindenwald: the home of Martin Van Buren" by John S. Edwards.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Northeast Chapter — History.

99-5108 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Marciano, Gerard A.
Key chapter event, the visit of Robert B. Taylor at history night December 13, 1995 / Gerard A. Marciano. — 1999?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Northeast Chapter — History.

94-2597 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
11 pieces ; 28 cm. or less.
Typewritten (mimeograph, photocopy). Some are in booklet form, others are sheets stapled together. Gift of Lawrence Laplante.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Northeast Chapter — History.

99-5023 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Svoboda, George J.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Northeast Chapter — History.

93-1626 ASHRAE — REGION I — NORTHEAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ting, Joseph K.
Activities of the Chapter Historical Committee / submitted by Joseph K. Ting — 1993 April.
1 volume various pagings : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed and typewritten (photocopy). Some pictures photocopied in color.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Northeast Chapter — History.

02-5185 ASHRAE—REGION I—NORTHEAST CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Vehlow, Richard.
1 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Northeast Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-687 ASHRAE — REGION I — RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Collection of materials relating to Joseph A. Lane, Amtrol Inc., and cover letter]
3 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten or printed. Includes a biographical record of Joseph A. Lane, a brochure from Amtrol, Inc. the firm for which Mr. Lane works and his cover letter to Richard B. Will.

92-686 ASHRAE — REGION I — RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Will, Richard B.
[Collection of materials, questionnaire relating to the founding of the chapter]
14 pieces ; 30 cm. or smaller.
Typewritten, handwritten, printed (photocopies). Includes current questionnaire, schedule for 1990-1991, lists of officers for each year, copy of charter, copy of charter meeting program, copy of title page and chapter recognition from the February 1959 ASHAE Journal.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Rhode Island Chapter — History. 2. Will, Richard B.

99-5024 ASHRAE — REGION I — RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Will, Richard B.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Rhode Island Chapter — History.

95-3760 ASHRAE — REGION I — RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Will, Richard B.
3 sheets; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes a CO2 cooling system in an old Providence, RI theater.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Rhode Island Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — ROCHESTER CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — REGION I — NIAGARA FRONTIER CHAPTER — HISTORY

99-5025 ASHRAE — REGION I — ROCHESTER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of an event: [joint meeting between Niagara Frontier Chapter and the Rochester Chapter of ASHRAE.] — 1996 October 29.
2 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Rochester Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Region I — Niagara Frontier Chapter — History.

94-2534 ASHRAE — REGION I — ROCHESTER CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Stachelek, Stan J.
Rochester Chapter history — 1969.
8 leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Rochester Chapter — History.

02-5186 ASHRAE—REGION I—ROCHESTER CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ward, Guy.
James Monaco / [by Guy Ward.]—2001 June 22 (fax date).
Page 1, 19: ill.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Rochester Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1629 ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[14] leaves; 28 cm. + 1 photo: col.; 13 x 18 cm.
Typewritten and handwritten (both photocopy and original)
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Twin Tiers Chapter — History.

99-5057 ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ellsworth, Harry.
Twin Tiers Chapter history & officers / Harry Ellsworth. — 1997 March 3.
20 leaves; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Twin Tiers Chapter — History.

94-2533 ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Fenti, Dan.
[Chapter history] — 1986 Aug. 5.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Brief history in letter format.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Twin Tiers Chapter — History.

99-5109 ASHRAE – REGION I – TWIN TIERS CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Haile, Joseph P.
Monika Robbins / Joseph P. Haile. – 1999?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region I – Twin Tiers Chapter – History.

95-4073 ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
11 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95. Includes two page synopsis of
interview, copies of letters, copy of biographical material of Mr. Monaco.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Twin Tiers Chapter — History. 2. Monaco, Arthur, 1935-

02-5188 ASHRAE—REGION I—TWIN TIERS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Purtell, Rich.
Twin Tiers History CD—2002.
1 CD-ROM.
Includes pdf files of many of the historical documents of the chapter. Gold Ribbon Award winner 2001-
2002.
1. ASHRAE—Region I—Twin Tiers Chapter—History.

93-1862 ASHRAE — REGION I — TWIN TIERS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Twin Tiers Historical Committee — 1993.
1 v. unpaged ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes a brief history of the chapter and an interview with
founding member, Bill Albern.
1. ASHRAE — Region I — Twin Tiers Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION II — CHAPITRE DE LA VILLE DE QUEBEC — HISTORY.

93-1371 ASHRAE — REGION II — CHAPITRE DE LA VILLE DE QUEBEC — HISTORY.
Five years of history, 1957-1962, Chapitre de la Ville de Quebec / editor Jean-Luc Morin.
Quebec, Canada : The Chapter, 1992.
39 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Chapitre de la Ville de Quebec — History.

97-4882 ASHRAE — REGION II — CHAPITRE DE LA VILLE DE QUEBEC — HISTORY.
L’infobec : le bulletin du chapitre de Quebec : regards...sur 40 ans de realisations — 1996.
33, [25] : ill. ; 28 cm.
Spiral bound. Compiled in honor of the 40th anniversary of the Quebec Chapter. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Chapitre de la Ville de Quebec — History.

99-5099 ASHRAE — REGION II — CHAPITRE DE LA VILLE DE QUEBEC CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morin, Jean-Luc.
18 leaves + 1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Chapitre de la Ville de Quebec Chapter — History.

04-5334 ASHRAE — REGION II — QUEBEC CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morin, Jean-Luc.
Lou Flagg Gold Ribbon Award from Region II. Submission of the history of Francois L’Anglais. — 2002?
25 leaves : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Quebec Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — HALIFAX CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see CANADA.

ASHRAE — REGION II — HAMILTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1849 ASHRAE — REGION II — HAMILTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE Hamilton Chapter, early history — 1993.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Hamilton Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — HISTORY.
94-2530 ASHRAE — REGION II — HISTORY.
   Fox, John H., 1903- .
   A brief history — [1988?]
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Handwritten (photocopy).
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — History. 2. Fox, John H., 1903- .

96-4690 ASHRAE — REGION II — HISTORY.
   4 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Computer-printed (two original, two photocopy). One leaf is a typed transcript of John Fox' history of the region, which we have in photocopied handwritten form. See 94-2530.
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — History. 2. Fox, John H., 1903- .

ASHRAE — REGION II — LONDON, ONT. CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-3737 ASHRAE — REGION II — LONDON, ONT. CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Glendon, Owen R.
   ASHRAE London Canada Chapter history / by Owen R. Glendon.
   14 p. ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — London, Ont. Chapter — History.

96-4762 ASHRAE — REGION II-LONDON, ONT. CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Glendon, Owen R.
   10 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — London, Ont. Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2584 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Bottin 1994 Roster.
   41 p. ; 22 x 10 cm.
   Booklet. In French and English.
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.

95-3998 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Hanley, Allen.
   Historique Chapitre de Montreal, QC, 1936-1995.
   1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
   Spiral bound. History is in French. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
   1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.
97-4881 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
137 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Spiral bound. Won Gold Ribbon Award in 1994/95. History is in both French and English.
Item number 95-3998 may be an earlier version of the same history
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.

94-2422 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Montrealer, official publication Montreal Chapter.
Montreal, Canada : The Chapter, 1969 Sept.
19 p. : ill. ; 22 x 36 cm. folded to 22 x 18 cm.
Printed.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.

94-2423 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Montrealer, official publication Montreal Chapter.
Montreal, Canada : The Chapter, 1969 Oct. 20
7 p. ; 22 x 36 cm. folded to 22 x 18 cm.
Printed.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.

94-2427 ASHRAE — REGION II — MONTREAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Photograph of ASHRAE members — 1974?]
1 photo : b&w ; 21 x 26 cm.
Photo is mounted on blue paper, with notation "ASHRAE Aug Montreal". From meeting at the 1974 Montreal meeting?
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Montreal Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — NEW BRUNSWICK, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-2043 ASHRAE — REGION II — NEW BRUNSWICK, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Collins, Rod, editor.
40 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). Includes a photocopy of a photograph and a page from the ASHRAE Journal about the founding of the Chapter. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — ONTARIO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION II — OTTAWA VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4558 ASHRAE — REGION II — OTTAWA VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Baker, Paul B.
ASHRAE Centennial Project C.1 — 1994 Mar. 15.
3 leaves, 2 photos : col. ; 28 cm.
Two letters with a brief discussion of the control which was being described and two color photos of it. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Ottawa Valley Chapter — History.

13-5954 ASHRAE—REGION II—TORONTO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 v. unpaged : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
Spiral-bound. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region II—Toronto Chapter—History.

02-5199 ASHRAE—REGION II—OTTAWA VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Baker, Paul.
Chapter history updates / Paul Baker.—2001 June/July.
16 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region II—Ottawa Valley Chapter—History.

00-5161 ASHRAE—REGION II—OTTAWA VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ottawa Valley ASHRAE Chapter, Region II, Chapter 015 : 50 years of history.—2000 Spring.
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region II—Ottawa Valley Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see also ASHVE — ONTARIO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2425 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Code discussion by Ontario Chapter.
Page 813 ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History.

92-1044 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 piece ; 28 cm.
Handwritten (photocopy). Includes date of founding.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History.

94-2409 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ontario's ten past chairmen celebrate decade.
Page 71 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy). Names and illustrates in a group photo the chairmen from 1947-1957 of the ASRE Ontario Section.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History.

94-2421 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Organization meeting of Ontario Chapter.
Pages 756-758 ; 22 x 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy). In "Meetings of local chapters".
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History.

94-2408 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Perry, Richard P., 1923-.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History. 2. Perry, Richard P., 1923-

94-2426 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Prof. Philip Drinker addresses Ontario Chapter.
Page 295 ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History.

94-2407 ASHRAE — REGION II — TORONTO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sanitary Age [journal]
Vol. 16, no. 12
1 issue : ill. ; 31 cm.
Journal. Contains a piece on the ASHVE summer meeting at Swampscott, MA (in French) and has a picture of E. Holt Gurney, who was installed as President of the Society that year.
1. ASHRAE — Region II — Toronto Chapter — History. 2. Gurney, E. Holt, 1882-1954. 3. Sanitary Age (journal)

07-5424 ASHRAE—REGION II—ONTARIO/TORONTO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of Toronto Chapter 1975 – 2005 / submitted by Richard Manuel, chapter historian for Gold Ribbon Award, reviewed and approved.
104 p.: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region II—Ontario/Toronto Chapter—History.
Region III

ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2542 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and handwritten (photocopy). Includes historical questionnaire, Charter
Members, and chapter officers as well as textual description.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

92-691 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
Anemostat, the history of a company / prepared by Joseph C. Hvasta.
Scranton, PA : Anthracite Chapter, June 1, 1991.
[10] leaves ; 28 cm. + cover sheet.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History. 2. Hvasta, Joseph C.

99-4972 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
9 leaves, [1] folded leaf (28 x 17 cm.) : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

95-4429 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
The history of a person, an autobiography / prepared by Joseph C. Hvasta ; presented by
Gary C. Debes — 1995 May.
8 [i.e., 11] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

98-4915 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
The history of a person : Joseph Carmel Galletta. — 1997 May 22.
8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

93-2110 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
The history of a system : a sequel to weather-controlled steam heating system, by Louis
Computer printed, with two color photographs. In a gray binder. Describes a system similar
to the one which Lou Flagg described in his history.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

99-5080 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hvasta, Joseph C.
    PAOE History Report, notes to update Anthracite Chapter history / Joseph C. Hvasta. — 1997 May 22.
    1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
    Various formats (photocopy).
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

99-4971 ASHRAE — REGION III — ANTHRACITE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    6 leaves ; 28 cm.
    Laser-printed (photocopy). Includes photocopy of two audio tapes. No audio tapes of Leadership Recalled
    interviews. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Anthracite Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS

93-2301 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Biographical sketch on Milton W. Garland and historical sketch on Frick company — 1993 Nov.
    3 leaves ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten. Includes cover letter. Two copies.
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.

98-4913 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Franke, Clarke R.
    4 leaves ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.

99-5021 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    The history of Taze and Hewitt, Inc. ; leadership recalled, Richard Hobson ; leadership recalled, Robert F.
    Leach. — 1997 June 16.
    17 leaves ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.

99-4973 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    12 leaves ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.
92-692 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
John Engalitcheff, Jr., a pioneer and innovator of the air conditioning and refrigeration industry.
[s.l. : s.n., 1990 or 1991]
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History. 2. Engalitcheff, John, Jr.

94-3314 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the Baltimore Chapter, ASHRAE 1949.
Page 2, 5 ; 28 cm.
Newsletter clipping (photocopy). Discusses the formation of the Baltimore Chapter of ASHVE in 1949 from a more loosely organized group.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History. 2. ASHVE — Baltimore Chapter — History.

95-4430 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morse, Terence J.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.

93-1707 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
9 leaves ; 44 x 28 cm. or smaller.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History.

03-5267 ASHRAE—REGION III—BALTIMORE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Snyder, Howard.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner?
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Baltimore Chapter—History.

96-4556 ASHRAE — REGION III — BALTIMORE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Will, Harry M.
A case history of manufactured ice (Waynesboro Ice and Cold Storage) / article by Harry M. Will. Based on information supplied by Milton W. Garland — 1993 June.
27, 13 p. : col. ill. ; 30 cm.
A special history done for the Centennial celebration. Includes 13 pages of color photographs with a correspondingly numbered caption list. Stored on shelf in archives.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Baltimore Chapter — History. 2. Garland, Milton W., 1894-
3. Will, Harry M.

ASHRAE — REGION III — CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE — REGION III — CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter historical questionnaire — 1989 Nov. 28.
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes copy of original charter.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Central Pennsylvania Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III—CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Interview questions (4/8/2005) for Mr. Tom McKay, past president / interviewed by Carl C. Courtney, historian, Central PA Chapter / 2005.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Central Pennsylvania Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Keating, Joe.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Various formats (photocopy). Stored on shelf in Archives Room. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Central Pennsylvania Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — CRC (1988 : BALTIMORE, MD)

ASHRAE — REGION III — CRC (1988 : BALTIMORE, MD)
19 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Booklet.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — CRC (1988 : Baltimore, MD)

ASHRAE — REGION III — DELAWARE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION III — DELAWARE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
Various formats (photocopy). Includes cover sheet. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Delaware Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — DELAWARE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morse, Richard W.
10 leaves : mainly ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, photographs (photocopy). Includes cover letter, photocopies of photographs from the two field trips, one to CoreStates Center in Philadelphia and the other to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Museum and Oriole Park at Camden Yards. Not a Gold Ribbon winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Delaware Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION III — DELAWARE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Renninger, John H.
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (original and photocopy). Includes letter, chapter questionnaire, lists, the founding.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Delaware Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — DELAWARE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Renninger, John H.
The DuPont Company, a brief history / by John H. Renninger.
[Wilmington, DE] : Delaware Chapter, [1990 or 1991]
[3] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Delaware Chapter — History. 2. Renninger, John H.

ASHRAE — REGION III — HAMPTON ROADS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION III — HAMPTON ROADS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carver, James L.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Spiral-bound. Includes photocopies of pictures, old documents and correspondence. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Hampton Roads Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION III — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Listing of Region III historical activities for the 1997-98 year including PAOE points.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael.
[Various memoranda regarding PAOE points, submissions by chapters, etc.] — 1998 June.
Handwritten, laser-printed (photocopy/fax).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — JOHNSTOWN CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION III — JOHNSTOWN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Handwritten, laser-printed (fax). Not a Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98 according to Michael Woodford's notes.

1. ASHRAE — Region III — Johnstown Chapter — History.

99-5077 ASHRAE — REGION III — JOHNSTOWN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Devlin, Bill.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Johnstown Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — LEHIGH VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-2303 ASHRAE — REGION III — LEHIGH VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lehigh Valley Chapter history — 1993 June 6.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes cover letter.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Lehigh Valley Chapter — History.

99-4965 ASHRAE — REGION III — LEHIGH VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, Johnny, Sr.
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Lehigh Valley Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2410 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter historical questionnaire — 1990 March 27.
Typewritten, handwritten (photocopy and original).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

94-2543 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Evans, Robert J.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

93-1622 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
8 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy or laser printed). One copy is single sided, one is double sided.
Includes bibliographical references.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

92-689 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of R. M. Thornton, Inc., Capital Heights, MD.
[s.l.] : National Capital Chapter, [1990 or 1991]
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser printed (photocopy). The history of the company with brief biographies of Russell M.
Thornton, the founder and Frank Reaves the subsequent owner. "Gold Ribbon Winner, 1990-1991".
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History. 2. Thornton, Russell M.
3. Reaves, Frank.

93-1621 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Letter and lists pertaining to chapter activities over the course of the year] — 1993 May 7.
4 [i.e., 8] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes a brief description of the organization of the chapter's
archives and what is contained in them, honors received by chapter members during the year.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

94-3016 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
11 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

93-2300 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
ARI observes 40th birthday this year / Michael W. Woodford — 1993 June 12.
3 sheets ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (facsimile). History of the founding of ARI done for the ARI Koldfax paper.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

98-4914 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
A brief history of ARI, the Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute / by Michael W.
Woodford. — 1997 June 1.
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

99-4961 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Details the location and maintenance of the archives for the National Capital Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

96-4793 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael.
15 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

95-4193 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
Frederick J. Reed, first ARI chief engineer, dies at 90 : Frederick J. Reed, chapter member, dies at 90 / by Michael W. Woodford.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (fax copy). Two articles, essentially the same, published in two sources, both submitted for Gold Ribbon Award, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

99-4962 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

93-1853 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes bibliographical references.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.

95-4431 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
History of a person, Frederick J. Reed / by Michael W. Woodford — 1995 June 15.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, handwritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.

94-3505 ASHRAE — REGION III — NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Woodford, Michael W.
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm. + letter.
Laserprinted (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — National Capital Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASRE — PHILADELPHIA SECTION — HISTORY.

94-2411 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes cover letter.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

94-2412 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of chapter officers — 1990 Jan. 16.
[8] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy), handwritten (photocopy and original). Includes cover letter.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

98-4916 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menold, Ernest J.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

99-5022 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menold, Ernest D.
Ernest D. Menold, Inc., a brief history. — 1997 March 12. Inventory of Philadelphia Chapter Archives,
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

99-4975 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[20] leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, handwritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

94-2541 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seelaus, John.
History of the Philadelphia ASHRAE / dictated by John Seelaus, past president of ASRE
1958 — 1993?
7 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (original and photocopy) and photograph (photocopy). Includes a two page letter with more information.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

95-4432 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Spiegel, Walter F.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.

94-2826 ASHRAE — REGION III — PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Werden, R. G.
7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, photograph (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Philadelphia Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.

98-4912 ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Francis Farr, woman refrigeration pioneer ; Chapter archives index ; Our roots : a brief history of ASHRAE and some Pittsburgh members ; Our roots continued : a brief history of ASHRAE and some of our Pittsburgh members — 1997 May 30.
13 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Francis Farr paper was Gold Ribbon Award winner for 1996-1997. Our roots contains brief biographies of three founding members of ASHVE from the Pittsburgh area including Robert Monro, George Blackmore, and Joseph Langdon. They are also written up in "ASHRAE Centennial Celebration" papers.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Pittsburgh Chapter — History.

95-4433 ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Glenn, David E.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Pittsburgh Chapter — History.

99-4970 ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of a person : life member, Herbert H. Reich, distinguished 50 year member ; History of a company : Dodson Engineering, Inc. — 1998 May.
[10] leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Refers to an audio tape which is missing. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Pittsburgh Chapter — History.

94-2827 ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
33 leaves : ill. ; 28 x 44 cm. or smaller + 10 mounted photos (col. ; 13 x 18 cm. or 18 x 13 cm.)
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Pittsburgh Chapter — History.

94-3438 ASHRAE — REGION III — PITTSBURGH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer written (photocopy). List of chapter presidents since 1981 is included on one page.
Herb Reich won a Gold Ribbon Award for 1983-84.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Pittsburgh Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-4967 ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, photograph (photocopy). Includes index for two videos and photograph of spine of the two videos showing interviewees names and the dates of the interviews. Do not have the videos. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Richmond Chapter — History.

94-2413 ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter historical questionnaire — 1989 Dec. 5.
[3] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and handwritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Richmond Chapter — History.

95-4434 ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cronin, Joseph D.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Richmond Chapter — History.

99-5079 ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cronin, Joseph D.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Micahel Woodford comments that he is holding onto videotapes. Not a Gold Ribbon Award winner?
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Richmond Chapter — History.

03-5268 ASHRAE—REGION III—RICHMOND CHAPTER—HISTORY.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner?
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Richmond Chapter—History.
ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Richmond chapter history — 1993 June 14.
20 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes cover letter and charts of chapter officers. Actual history is 4 leaves.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Richmond Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Rockecharlie, Thomas.
All Saints Episcopal Church, sanctuary ice storage system : Richmond Chapter 2003-2004 Gold Ribbon Award Submission / Tom Rockecharlie, III—2004 May
8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. + 2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Richmond Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Rockecharlie, Tom.
24 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Richmond Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Rockecharlie, III, Tom
26 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Richmond Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — RICHMOND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region III—Richmond Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Bergman, John.
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Boynton, Edgar B.
Synopsis of the development of steam heating systems and the contributions of Mr. Edgar C. Wiley to the development of the variable pressure orifice system — 1988 Oct.
26 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Includes several drawings. Spiral bound. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.

93-2302 ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Chapter history] — 1993 June 23.
12 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes correspondence, lists of past chapter presidents, interview with one.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.

98-4918 ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cunningham, David C.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.

99-5081 ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cunningham, David C.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Various formats (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.

99-4974 ASHRAE — REGION III — ROANOKE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern, Inc. from a pump house to the Pentagon : the first fifty years / by Allen Crocker ; [leadership recalled interviews ; other documents] — 1998 June 5.
[14] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region III — Roanoke Chapter — History.
Region IV

ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASRE — GEORGIA SECTION — HISTORY.

94-3026 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Adams, Howell E., Jr.
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

96-4776 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Two copies.Cover pages or inserts for the Chapter’s history.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96?
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

93-1881 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
First annual reunion of life members of the Atlanta Chapter — 1993.
[7] leaves ; 28 cm. or smaller.
Typewritten letter, lists of life members and addresses, and invitation to reunion. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

03-5314 ASHRAE—REGION IV—ATLANTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
George B. Hightower, Atlanta Chapter of ASHRAE—2003.
1 v. unpaged : ill., many col. ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner 2002-2003. A loving tribute to George Hightower, as well as a record of his many accomplishments. Spiral-bound, stored on shelf in Archives Room.

96-4751 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
5 leaves ; 28 cm. + 1 report cover (29 cm.)
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

92-1242 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the Atlanta Chapter : ASHVE, ASRE, ASHRAE.
[Atlanta, GA : The Chapter], June 1991.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 30 cm.
Collection of monthly newsletters and lists of officers between board covers, lettered in gold with the ASHRAE logo and the title. Two copies, one original, one photocopy. "Gold Ribbon Winner. 1991".

Stored on shelf in Archives Room.

1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

99-5052 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kesterton, Bob.
16 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Two copies. History of Carrier’s presence in Georgia, includes history of Carrier.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

94-2538 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Lists of charter members of both predecessor societies, letter, and Atlanta historical committee] — 1987 Nov. 18.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy and original).
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

99-5029 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
McNeil, Dan.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

94-2539 ASHRAE — REGION IV — ATLANTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Roberts, Sam Noble.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes information on ASHVE also.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Atlanta Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IV — CHARLESTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5095 ASHRAE – REGION IV – CHARLESTON CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Clayton, Jack.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region IV – Charleston Chapter – History.

99-5051 ASHRAE — REGION IV — CHARLESTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Clayton, Jack.
ASHRAE — REGION IV — CHARLESTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Charleston Chapter — History.

7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. + folder (29 cm.)
Laser-printed, photographs (photocopy) Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Charleston Chapter — History.

11 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Charleston Chapter — History.

94-3184 Michel, Larry.
3 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Gold ribbon award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Charleston Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.

6 leaves ; 28 cm.

92-683 Bootle, Benny T.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and bound in dark gray pasteboard folder. Signed by the Region IV Historian, W.P. Wells; Director and Regional Chairman, John H. Stanley. Two copies.
94-2825 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bootle, Benny T.
The Daniel story — 1994 April.
5 leaves ; 28 cm. + 1 letter (28 cm.)

96-4757 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.

94-2536 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Greenville Chapter Region IV, ASHRAE — 1984 Sept.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).

93-1627 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.

95-3838 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bootle, Benny T.
12 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.

99-5094 ASHRAE – REGION IV – GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Putnam, Raymond E.
9 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.

99-4977 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE CHAPTER (S.C.) — HISTORY.
Putman, Raymond E.
A history of the Peace Center for the Performing arts, Greenville, South Carolina / prepared by Raymond E. Putman. – 1998 April.
7 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, color photocopy. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Greenville Chapter — History.

99-5056 ASHRAE — REGION IV — GREENVILLE (S.C.) CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Speer, W. R.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.

02-5174 ASHRAE—REGION IV—GREENVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
6 p. ; col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Greenville Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION IV — HISTORY.

99-4987 ASHRAE — REGION IV — HISTORY.
Tuggle, Paul K.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Lists the Gold Ribbon Award entries for 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — History.

94-3598 ASHRAE — REGION IV — HISTORY.
Wells, William P., 1912-
History of the ASHRAE Society in the Region IV Area — 1994?
10 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Includes a number of maps of the early regional divisions and how those changed over the years.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — History. 2. Wells, William P., 1912-

ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4754 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

96-4752 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.
94-2537 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, J. M.
   1 v. various pagings : 28 cm.
   Handwritten (photocopy on yellow paper), spiral bound in blue binder.
   1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

99-5054 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   10 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

99-5061 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   5 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

02-5181 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   16 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

03-5317 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

13-5955 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   Historian report, CRC 2010 : [Multiple files on chapter history]—2011.
   1 DVD + 1 flash drive.
   DVD and flash drive are duplicate files, Gold Ribbon Award winner.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

11-5929 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
   North Piedmont Chapter History Report, 2009-2010 / by Morgan Jones.
   1 spiral-bound vol, unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 CD.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.
92-684  ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
History of Robert B. (Tobe) Crosland / Morgan Jones.
Laser printed and bound in gray pasteboard, plastic spiral folder. Signed by the Region IV Historian, W.P. Wells; Director and Regional Chairman, John H. Stanley. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History. 2. Jones, Morgan. 3. Crosland, Robert B. (Tobe)

94-3183 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
1 v. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

95-4435 ASHRAE — REGION IV — NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
1 v. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — North Piedmont Chapter — History.

04-5320 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
33 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopies. Lou Flagg Historical Gold Ribbon Award for History of a Significant Artifact. Based on a Gold Ribbon Award winner, 92-684
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

02-5172 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jones, Morgan.
20 p.: ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

02-5182 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Pleasants, G. David.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2415 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
[8] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy), in spiral bound cover.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

93-1851 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[28] leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes a history of a company and color photocopies of pictures taken at the last meeting of the year.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

94-3331 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
2 v. bound together : ill. ; 28 cm.
Spiral bound, computerwritten, some photocopy. Gold Ribbon Award winner. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

96-4571 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

96-4760 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
1 v. unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

99-5053 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
1 v. unpaged : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

99-4978 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
The South Carolina Chapter, 1997/98 history, Columbia, South Carolina / prepared by J. Blaine Walker. —
1 v. unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Two copies. One copy only has update. Other contains minutes for the whole year. Color
photocopies from CRC. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

99-5098 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
The South Carolina Chapter, 1998/99 history, Columbia, South Carolina / prepared by J. Blaine Walker. —
1999 June 7.
59 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

02-5178 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
The South Carolina Chapter, 1999/2000 history, Columbia, South Carolina / prepared by J. Blaine Walker. —
2000 June 8.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

02-5179 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
The South Carolina Chapter, 2000/2001 history, Columbia, South Carolina / prepared by J. Blaine Walker. —
1 v. unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

02-5173 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
The South Carolina Chapter, 2001/2002 history, Columbia, South Carolina / prepared by J. Blaine Walker. —
June 18, 2002.
1 v. unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — South Carolina Chapter — History.

03-5316 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Walker, J. Blaine.
2002/2003 history, including a history of a company, W. B. Guimarin/100 years. — 2003 June 27
1 v. unpaged : col. ill. ; 28 cm
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—South Carolina Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1850 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History — 1993 June 1.
[16] leaves : map ; 28 x 44 cm. or smaller.
Typewritten, spiral bound with clear front cover.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

03-5315 ASHRAE—REGION IV—SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History and background of Senator (Ret.) John G. (Jerry ) Blackmon.—2003 June 27.
4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Southern Piedmont Chapter—History.

94-3329 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten. Gold Ribbon Award winner. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

96-4755 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
20 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

95-4070 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Tuggle, Paul.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

96-4756 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Tuggle, Paul.
7 leaves ; 28 cm. + 1 folder (29 cm.)
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

99-5049 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Vaughn, Vernon.
6 leaves : b&w, col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

99-5055 ASHRAE — REGION IV — SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Vaughn, Vernon.
17 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Southern Piedmont Chapter — History.

99-5096 ASHRAE – REGION IV – SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Wooten, Charles L.
7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.

02-5180 ASHRAE—REGION IV—SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Wooten, Charles L.
9 p. ; 28 cm. + binder
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Southern Piedmont Chapter—History.

02-5183 ASHRAE—REGION IV—SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Wooten, Charles L.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Southern Piedmont Chapter—History.

02-5171 ASHRAE—REGION IV—SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Wooten, Charles L.
5 p. ; 28 cm. + binder
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Southern Piedmont Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5257 ASHRAE—REGION IV—TRIANGLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Adams, E. F.
16 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Triangle Chapter—History.
99-4976 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
1 leaf : 6 col. photos ; 28 cm.  
Laser-printed. Two copies. One copy is photocopy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

94-3330 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
History of Mr. Frank B. Turner / by Ed Adams.  
5 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Computerwritten. Gold Ribbon Award winner.  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

93-1504 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
History of Mr. Paul O. Stahl.  
[16] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Typewritten and printed (photocopy).  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

99-5050 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
[16] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Printed (photocopy). Includes photocopy of page from Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning on the chartering of the chapter as well as photocopies from the NC State yearbook. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

96-4759 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
3 leaves ; 28 cm. + folder (29 cm.)  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

93-1503 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Adams, Ed.  
History of Trion, Inc. / by Ed Adams.  
3 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.  
Typewritten, laser printed (photocopy). A history of a company.  
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

02-5177 ASHRAE—REGION IV—TRIANGLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
Adams, E. F.
16 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Triangle Chapter—History.

99-5097 ASHRAE – REGION IV – TRIANGLE CHAPTER – HISTORY.
7 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.

93-1672 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
7 [i.e., 9] leaves ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten (photocopy). The history was presented by the Chapter historian, Ed Adams.
    Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

93-1713 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Triangle Chapter history — 1988.
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
    Looseleaf with dividers. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

96-4758 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

93-1882 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    [Updates to Triangle Chapter History] — 1993
1 v. various patings ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten (some photocopy). Updates designed to be inserted into history 93-1713, including index tab and page. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

93-1714 ASHRAE — REGION IV — TRIANGLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Wells, W. P.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten (photocopy). Approval letter for the Triangle Chapter History.
1. ASHRAE — Region IV — Triangle Chapter — History.

07-5425 ASHRAE—REGION IV—NORTH PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
41 p.: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—North Piedmont Chapter—History.

07-5428 ASHRAE—REGION IV—ATLANTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of Donald L. Sampler, The Hot Water Man / submitted by Pam Immekus, chapter historian.
17 p.: ill.; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page; cardstock photos.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Atlanta Chapter—History.

07-5429 ASHRAE—REGION IV—ATLANTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Brief Biography of J.G. Woodroof / submitted by Pamela Immekus, chapter historian, for the Lou Flagg Historical Award.
30 p.: ill.; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page, tabs.
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Atlanta Chapter—History.

07-5430 ASHRAE—REGION IV—SOUTHERN PIEDMONT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of David Schultz / submitted by Charles L. Wooten, chapter historian.
6 p.; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report cover.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region IV—Southern Piedmont Chapter—History.
Region V

ASHRAE — REGION V — AKRON/CANTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5253 ASHRAE—REGION V—AKRON/CANTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Miller, William.
ASHRAE Akron-Canton Chapter history.—2003.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Akron/Canton Chapter—History.

95-4040 ASHRAE — REGION V — AKRON/CANTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Miller, William C.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Akron/Canton Chapter — History.

99-5072 ASHRAE — REGION V — AKRON/CANTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Miller, William C.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Akron/Canton Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS

98-4911 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

99-5111 ASHRAE – REGION V – CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Central Indiana Chapter - man of the year, Donald C. Fulk, 1998-1999. – 1999?
4 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region V – Central Indiana Chapter – History.

99-5032 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.

1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

95-4045 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kennedy, E. Lee.
A history of Central Indiana Chapter ASHRAE / by E. Lee Kennedy ; Charles Seaver — 1995 May 22.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

96-4563 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Newton, R. G.
1 v. variously paged : ill., some col. ; 30 cm.
Looseleaf. Includes color photos of the dairy and equipment, correspondence, photocopy of service manual for the compressors. A special project done for the Centennial celebration. Stored on shelf in archives.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

96-4812 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A personal history of Dr. Raymond Cohen, a member of Central Indiana Chapter of ASHRAE — 1996 May.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

99-5047 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seaver, Charles D.
9 leaves, 7 photos (9 x 13 cm.) : ill., mainly col. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

99-5034 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seaver, Charles D.
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

99-5033 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seaver, Charles D.
Paramount Theatre, the first air conditioned therater in Anderson, Indiana / submitted by Charles D. Seaver. — 1997 January.
9 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy), color photographs. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.
96-4585 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seaver, Charles D.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed (one original, one photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

96-4811 ASHRAE — REGION V — CENTRAL INDIANA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Seaver, Charles D.
The significant history of one theatre’s air conditioning system: the State Theatre in Anderson, Indiana / prepared by Charles D. Seaver — 1996 May.
11 leaves, 1 photo : col. ill. ; 28 cm. or smaller.
Original plus six leaves of photocopies of pertinent articles from the time of the theatre’s opening, plus one photograph combining four pictures in binder. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Central Indiana Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS

95-3789 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A Brief history of Pipefitters Local #392 — 1994?
3 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3777 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bud Wahl — 1994?
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

93-1852 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 v. variously pag ed : ill. ; 23 cm.
Typewritten, in looseleaf binder. On shelf in Archives room.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3778 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History. 2. Bahnfleth, Donald R., 1927-
95-3770 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Facts about the firm (Fosdick & Hilmer) and professional services offered — 1994.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3782 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Geiler Company history — 1994?
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3780 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
George J. Kral — 1994?
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3785 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The History of Frank Messer & Sons Construction Co. — 1994?
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3771 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of KZF Incorporated — 1994?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3783 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The History of Landis & Gyr Powers, Inc. — 1994?
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History. 2. Landis & Gyr Powers, Inc.

95-3790 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The History of Systecon, Inc. — 1994?
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3772 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The History of the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company (CG&E) — 1994?
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.
95-3784 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
The History of the Marley Company — 1994?  
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3791 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
The History of Vilter Manufacturing Corporation — 1994?  
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.  

95-3773 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
History of WHB Associates — 1994?  
1 leaf ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3779 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Honeywell, Inc., 1983-present — 1994?  
4 leaves ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.  
2. Honeywell Corporation.

99-5035 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Interviews : Joe Nader, 1991-1992 ; David A. Shaffer, 1979-1980 ; Fred Betz, P.E., Chapter President,  
4 p : ill. ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3781 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
John S. Blossom, P.E., ASHRAE vice president, 1993-present — 1994?  
3 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-4043 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Menke, Norbert.  
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.
96-4559 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menke, Norbert J.
1 v. variously paged, 3 photos : col. ; 28 cm.
Correspondence, photocopied booklet, photos of the refrigerator. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

96-4560 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menke, Norbert J.
Historical systems — 1993 June 15.
3 leaves, 6 photos : col. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten correspondence and six photos mounted. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3733 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menke, Norbert.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-4042 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Menke, Norbert.
7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3786 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Mutual story... — 1994?
1 leaf ; ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

96-4813 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

95-3788 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Peck-Hannaford + Briggs Company — 1994?
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.
95-3775 ASHRAE — REGION V — CINCINNATI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
T. Clifford Smith, Cincinnati Chapter past president, 1970-71, life member — 1994?
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cincinnati Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1854 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A.S.H.R.A.E. Cleveland Chapter history past presidents distinguished guest night — 1993 May 17.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

96-4810 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

95-3768 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cleveland Chapter "Hall of Fame" — 1994.
2 photos : col. ; 4 x 6 in.
Illustrate a wooden board with brass plates showing award winners and office holders of the Chapter. Photos are mounted on a white sheet of paper.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

92-1244 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cleveland Chapter history.
Cleveland, OH : The Chapter, 1991?
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

95-3808 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gardiner, William H., 1933- .
Pages 120-122 ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed (photocopy). Description of chapter members during the early days.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

95-3765 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gardiner, William H., 1933- .
Cleveland and Gardiner Trane / Bill Gardiner.
95-3806 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gardiner, William H., 1933- .
Early ASHRAE history — 1993 May 17.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed (photocopy). May have been the text of a speech highlighting early chapter history.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

95-3810 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Heisterkamp, Herbert W., 1909- .
Heisterkamp & DeFasselle — 1993 May 10.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.

95-3809 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Heisterkamp, Herbert W., 1909- .
2 leaves ; 28 cm. + attachment (28 x 44 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm.)
Typewritten (photocopy). Biographical info about Mr. Heisterkamp, who worked in Cleveland before his retirement. He discusses sulfur dioxide and Freon and their use in the early days of refrigeration. His biographical record is attached to two of the four copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.

96-4807 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

99-5030 ASHRAE — REGION V — CLEVELAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Cleveland Chapter — History.

02-5167 ASHRAE—REGION V—CLEVELAND CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Menster, Paul.
Computer printed (photocopy). Includes a company history and a systems history as well as a history of the chapter. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.

1. ASHRAE — Region V — Columbus Chapter — History.

05-5355 ASHRAE—REGION V—COLUMBUS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl.
[Chapter history updates]—2004.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-2003?
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Columbus Chapter—History.

05-5365 ASHRAE—REGION V—COLUMBUS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of the Columbus Chapter, 1987-88 supplement ; 2004-05 supplement / Carl McMullen.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Columbus Chapter—History.

03-5254 ASHRAE – REGION V – COLUMBUS CHAPTER – HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-03.
1. ASHRAE – Region V – Columbus Chapter – History.

99-5113 ASHRAE – REGION V – COLUMBUS CHAPTER – HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region V – Columbus Chapter – History.

99-5070 ASHRAE — REGION V — COLUMBUS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl A.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Columbus Chapter — History.

02-5168 ASHRAE—REGION V—COLUMBUS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl.
2 p. ; 28 cm.
A roster presumably of officers and meeting schedule for 1994-95.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002. (with 02-5169)
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Columbus Chapter—History.

02-5169 ASHRAE—REGION V—COLUMBUS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
McMullen, Carl.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
A roster of officers and meeting schedule for 2001-02.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002. (with 02-5168)
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Columbus Chapter—History.

95-4044 ASHRAE — REGION V — COLUMBUS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Schmidt, George A.
Brief history of John D. Slemmons : charter chapter president, Central Ohio Chapter
ASHVE (ASHRAE), 1944-1945 / by George A. Schmidt ; Carl A McMullen — 1995.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Columbus Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — DAYTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see also LEWIS, SAMUEL R., 1878-1964.

99-5082 ASHRAE — REGION V — DAYTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ferdelman, Tom.
ASHRAE Dayton Chapter history — 1998 May 1, update 1999 April.
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Dayton Chapter — History.

00-5141 ASHRAE—REGION V—DAYTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ferdelman, Tom.
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Dayton Chapter—History.

05-5364 ASHRAE—REGION V—DAYTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Dayton chapter history, 2001-02 - 2004-05 / Tom Ferdelman.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Dayton Chapter—History.

05-5356 ASHRAE—REGION V—DAYTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ferdelman, Thomas.
Dayton ASHRAE, history update, year 2003/2004.—2004
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-2003?
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Dayton Chapter—History.

03-5255 ASHRAE—REGION V—DAYTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ferdelman, Tom.
Dayton Chapter ASHRAE history.—2003.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner 2002-2003. Includes updates for both 2001-02 and 2002-03.
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Dayton Chapter—History.

99-5114 ASHRAE — REGION V — DAYTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ferdelman, Tom.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V – Dayton Chapter – History.

93-2274 ASHRAE — REGION V — DAYTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Elliott, Richard D.]
Typewritten, printed (photocopy). Two copies. Received a 92-93 Gold Ribbon for Richard
D. Elliott, Region V.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Dayton Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2588 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Brochure] — 1958?
6 [i.e. 12] leaves ; 22 x 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Two pages photocopied onto one. Describes the ASHAE Michigan
Chapter just prior to the Merger.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History. 2. ASHAE — Michigan Chapter
— History.

95-4098 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Centennial issue.
Vol. 23, no. 6
Detroit, MI : Inside ASHRAE (Detroit Chapter Newsletter), 1995 March.
2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Describes Refrigeration Research, the museum which has collected and
preserved many early, working artifacts of the industry.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History.

92-1110 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter historical questionnaire, past presidents [and] events — 1992 May 1.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and computer generated.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History.

96-4815 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hall, Norman E.

11 leaves, 12 photos: col.; 28 cm. or smaller.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History.

92-1111 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Reprint of booklet from 1959? Includes short biographies of important members.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History.

92-1112 ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Printed April 1992. Includes short biographies of important members with historical notes and tidbits.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Detroit Chapter — History.

05-5353 ASHRAE—REGION V—DETROIT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Merlo, Gregory.
Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, Michigan.—2004 June.
10 leaves; 28 cm.
Printed on gray stock. Includes some chapter history. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-2003?
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Detroit Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — EASTERN MICHIGAN CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-3734 ASHRAE — REGION V — EASTERN MICHIGAN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Milligan, Brian.
Eastern Michigan Chapter history / by Brian Milligan — 1995.
[8] leaves; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) in black binder with clear cover. Won a Gold Ribbon Award for 1995.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Eastern Michigan Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4809 ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Wandling, C. Brian.
A brief history of “Servel” and gas fired cooling — 1996.
4 leaves, 2 p.: col. ill.; 28 cm. + 1 photo (13 x 10 cm.)
Original with magazine clipping and photocopy. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Evansville Chapter — History.

96-4808 ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Wandling, C. Brian.
History of the Evansville Chapter — 1996.
16 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Evansville Chapter — History.

92-1243 ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Marks, E. M.
History of the Evansville Chapter, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).
[Evansville, IN : The Chapter], November 1989.
[15] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Evansville Chapter — History.

93-1871 ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
To satisfy a need, an industry is born — 1976?
[7] leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). History is taken from a company history of the Whirlpool Corp. There is a cover letter. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award Winner, 1992-1993.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Evansville Chapter — History.

95-3763 ASHRAE — REGION V — EVANSVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Tobey, Raymond E.
29 leaves, [10] leaves of figures : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Figures are drawn or printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Evansville Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — FORT WAYNE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-3732 ASHRAE — REGION V — FORT WAYNE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Easter, John T.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, one copy is photocopy, one is original. Won a Gold Ribbon Award for 1995.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Fort Wayne Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — HISTORY.

94-3502 ASHRAE — REGION V — HISTORY.
Olivieri, Joseph B.
Computerwritten. Includes an appendix by Bob Cappilleti.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — History.  2. Olivieri, Joseph B.

92-809  ASHRAE — REGION V — HISTORY.
2 pieces, attached back to back : b&w ; 22 x 28 cm.
Photocopy of photograph with caption naming individuals and larger photocopy of same
photo minus caption.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — History.

92-810  ASHRAE — REGION V — HISTORY.
Versagi, Frank J.
Aluminum in fabricating air conditioners / by Frank J. Versagi.
2 p. : ill. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Photocopy of article from the magazine. Highlights T.G. Crider, whose company was
making all aluminum air conditioners for the military and who was an ASHRAE member and
Regional Director for Region V.

ASHRAE — REGION V — MICHIGAN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
see  ASHRAE — REGION V — DETROIT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION V — TOLEDO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5046  ASHRAE — REGION V — TOLEDO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Johnson, Richard G.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Toledo Chapter — History.

95-4041  ASHRAE — REGION V — TOLEDO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Johnson, Richard.
8, [6] leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, handwritten (photocopy). Includes list of officers, copy of original petition.
Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Toledo Chapter — History.

99-5071  ASHRAE — REGION V — TOLEDO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Johnson, Richard.
17 leaves ; 28 cm.

1. ASHRAE — Region V — Toledo Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION V — WESTERN MICHIGAN Chapter — HISTORY.

05-5354 ASHRAE—REGION V—WESTERN MICHIGAN Chapter—HISTORY.
Genglebach, Robert.
[Chapter history updates]—2004.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed on glossy stock. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-2003?
1. ASHRAE—Region V—Western Michigan Chapter—History.

99-5031 ASHRAE — REGION V — WESTERN MICHIGAN Chapter — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Western Michigan Chapter — History.

95-3764 ASHRAE — REGION V — WESTERN MICHIGAN Chapter — HISTORY.
Whymer, Robert.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region V — Western Michigan Chapter — History.
Region VI

ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5288 ASHRAE—REGION VI—CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lange, Gary.
Lattner Boiler Company / by Gary Lange.—1999.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Faxed copy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1999-2000
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Cedar Valley Chapter—History.

96-4797 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lange, Gary.
Lattner Boiler Company / by Gary Lange.—1999.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Faxed copy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1999-2000
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Cedar Valley Chapter—History.

96-4797 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lange, Gary.
Lattner Boiler Company / by Gary Lange.—1999.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Faxed copy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1999-2000
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Cedar Valley Chapter—History.

95-3739 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sundell, Gary.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Cedar Valley Chapter — History.

95-3739 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sundell, Gary.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Cedar Valley Chapter — History.

99-5063 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CEDAR VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sundell, P. Gary.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Cedar Valley Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2549 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history — 1983.
9 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and photograph (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

94-3506 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[39] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Computer, laserprinter, photographs (all photocopy) Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.
99-4931 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[38] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Spiral-bound. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

93-1874 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
David Davis mansion — 1993.
Typewritten (photocopy). History of an 1870's house with all the modern conveniences of the day.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

03-5275 ASHRAE—REGION VI—CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Evans, James C.
41 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Central Illinois Chapter—History.

95-4195 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
5 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

94-2445 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lavick, Robert J.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy)
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

92-1263 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lavick, Robert J.
[3] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Three copies. Cover letter, handwritten and dated by the author.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

92-1264 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lavick, Robert J.
[23] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopied). One copy. Cover letter, handwritten and dated by the author.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VI — CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Milaccio, George E.
History of a system / submitted by George E. Milaccio. — 1997?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Central Illinois Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — CHAPTERS — HISTORY; ASRE — CHICAGO SECTION — HISTORY; CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE; MONADNOCK BUILDING (CHICAGO)

94-2546 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S.
Chicago Chapter ASHREA (sic) historical information / W.S. Bodinus — 198-8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten with handwritten corrections (photocopy). Early history of both ASRE and ASHVE activity in the Chicago area.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

95-4196 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
Antarctic Mechanical Services "R" in ASHRAE, Chicago Chapter entry — 1995?
4 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

96-4798 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
Chicago Chapter history of a person, the Brady bunch / submitted by Michael Carreon — 1996 July 11.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

99-4932 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

94-3507 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
5 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.
92-1246 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
Chicago, the "R" in ASHRAE Chapter : 30 years of progress / Michael Carreon — 1990.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

94-2548 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
The history of "Chicago, the R in ASHRAE Chapter" / Michael Carreon — 1986.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

92-1250 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
History of refrigeration driers : yesterday, today, tomorrow, the Henry Valve Company / by
Michael Carreon — 1990.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). The history of the Henry Valve Company.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History. 2. Henry Valve Company.

94-2430 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
Ice cooling in (sic) "new" again / by Michael Carreon — [198-]
[3] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes the use of ice for cooling as a way to beat high utility
costs.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

00-5139 ASHRAE—REGION VI—CHICAGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
From natural gas lanterns to refrigeration control systems / [Mike Carreon]—2000.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Chicago Chapter—History.

92-1268 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Carreon, Michael]
"R" as in refrigeration or "D" as in designer — 1992.
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes Ronald P. Vallort (Ron), a refrigeration engineer.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History. 2. Vallort, Ronald P.

93-1876 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
"R" as in reliability / Michael Carreon — 1993.
2 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. A history of the Iowa Packing Company's use of ammonia refrigeration systems instead of R12 which was unsatisfactory.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

99-5062 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carreon, Michael.
To exhaust or not to exhaust that is the question! / by Michael Carreon. — 1997?
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

94-2435 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Chicago Chapter — [1980?]
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). A history of the Chicago Chapter which is different than the Illinois Chapter, because of the emphasis of Chicago on refrigeration.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

94-2438 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Krause, Richard J.
Biographical sketch, J. Raymond McCahill / by Richard J. Krause — 198-
4 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

94-2547 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Notes and quotes on early Chicago history] — 198-
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

93-2268 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CHICAGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sanchez, John.
The Chicago Chapter — 1980.
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). One of the first chapter histories. Received a 1981 Gold Ribbon for History Award.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Chicago Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — CRC (1973 : MINNEAPOLIS, MN)
see also ASHRAE — CRCS — HISTORY

94-2586 ASHRAE — REGION VI — CRC (1973 : MINNEAPOLIS, MN)
ASHRAE Spring Conferences and CRC Meetings — 1973 May 3-5.
1 piece ; 23 x 70 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Printed, oxblood ink on cream. Designed to be cut in half. Duplicate of 94-2587.
ASHRAE—REGION VI—CRC (2005: MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER)

05-5363 ASHRAE—REGION VI—CRC (2005: MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER)
Historian’s workbook, Region VI CRC, Moline, IL, April 28-30, 2005.
I CD.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—CRC (2005: Mississippi Valley Chapter)

ASHRAE—REGION VI—EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-1241 ASHRAE—REGION VI—EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Scheppel, Jerome P.
A history of the University of Illinois ice arena / by Jerome P. Scheppel.
[Champaign, IL]: East Central Illinois Chapter, 1990.
16, A42 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes the original construction in 1931, the renovation in 1937 and the complete renovation in 1987. Three copies. Letter from Mr. Scheppel describing the history.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — East Central Illinois Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—HISTORY.
see also NAUERT, JAMES P.

93-1728 ASHRAE—REGION VI—HISTORY.
History workshop, Madison CRC ’85, R.A. Kibort, Region VI historian [sound recording]
Atlanta, GA : ASHRAE, 1985 April 27.
1 sound cassette (120 min.) : 1 7/8 ips.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History.

92-679 ASHRAE—REGION VI—HISTORY.
Nauert, James P.
2 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) letter with attached letter from Steve Comstock re the award of three gold ribbons to Region VI chapters.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History. 2. Nauert, James P.

92-677 ASHRAE—REGION VI—HISTORY.
Nauert, James P.
3 pieces ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History. 2. Nauert, James P.
ASHRAE — REGION VI — HISTORY.
Nauert, James P.
3 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) letter with attachments. Historical Committee forum abstract for Historical Committee's role in chapter history. "Historian salute" to William K. Swanson, 1981.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History. 2. Nauert, James P.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — HISTORY.
Nauert, James P.
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) letter informing the Regional Director of the appointment of the Assistant Regional Historian, Raymond A. Kibort and possible goals.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History. 2. Nauert, James P.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — HISTORY.
Nauert, James P.
2 pieces ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — History. 2. Nauert, James P.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — CHAPTERS — HISTORY; ASHVE — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY; CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE; MONADNOCK BUILDING (CHICAGO)

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S., 1907-.
Air conditioning & refrigeration systems in Field Office Building / W.S. Bodinus — 198-?.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer printed on burst fan-fold paper.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History. 2. Field Office Building.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S.
Carbon dioxide refrigeration compressors as made by Kroeschell Bros. Ice Machine Co. / William S. Bodinus ; edited by Donald K. Seibert. — 1997?
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S., 1907-.
An Historical background of the Chicago office of Carrier Corporation / W.S. Bodinus — 198-?
11 leaves ; 28 cm.
94-3597 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S., 1907-
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).

92-1269 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S., 1907-
Typewritten (photocopy, part in negative photocopy). Part of the document was originally published in the 1930's.

93-1873 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bodinus, William S., 1907-
[46] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed (photocopy) Includes copies of letters from L. Logan Lewis, a paper by Albert Bruchas, and engineering formulae.

94-2442 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Brown, F. L.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Brief history of the earliest days of the chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History.

00-5138 ASHRAE—REGION VI—ILLINOIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Illinois Chapter—History.

94-3508 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The history of the Illinois Chapter-ASHRAE (Part II) — 1993?
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed, photograph (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History.

05-5378 ASHRAE—REGION VI—ILLINOIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Kroeschell celebrates 125th anniversary / Don Seibert.—2004 April 20.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Illinois Chapter—History.

94-2439 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kroeschell Engineering, part of history.
Pages 5-6 ; 28 cm.
Newsletter format. History of a company.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History.

96-4799 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ILLINOIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Samuel R. Lewis, a presentation to the Illinois Chapter — 1996 July 11.
2 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Two copies. One page of text, one page is photocopy of Mr. Lewis’ obituary.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Illinois Chapter — History.

03-5276 ASHRAE—REGION VI—ILLINOIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Siebert, Donald K.
[History]—2002 April 25.
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Illinois Chapter—History.

07-5438 ASHRAE—REGION VI—INDEX—HISTORY.
1 Compact disc.
1. AHSRAE—Region VI—Index.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-2267 ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Allen, Mark W.
The beginning...Iowa Chapter ASHRAE — 1982 Jan.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (copy). Second copy has other material attached.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Iowa Chapter — History.

95-4197 ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Allen, Mark.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Iowa Chapter — History.

05-5361 ASHRAE—REGION VI—IOWA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 CD.
Includes 22 pdf files. Gold Ribbon Award winner 2004-05.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Iowa Chapter—History.

99-4933 ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Iowa Chapter ASHRAE History (including two interviews and updates on collection of historical materials) — 1998 April 17.
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Iowa Chapter — History.

96-4800 ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Iowa Chapter ASHRAE history notes — 1996 July 11.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Iowa Chapter — History.

03-5289 ASHRAE—REGION VI—IOWA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lovhaug, Steve.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Faxed copy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1998-1999?
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Iowa Chapter—History.

99-5066 ASHRAE — REGION VI — IOWA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Melton, Paul K.
13 leaves : charts ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Iowa Chapter — History.

02-5205 ASHRAE—REGION VI—IOWA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nelson, Chris.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Iowa Chapter—History.

03-5308 ASHRAE—REGION VI—IOWA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.


05-5379 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY. History of La Crosse Area Chapter (update) / by Jim Ritter.—2005 March 18.
92-1253 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[25] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies. Lists of officers, activities.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History.

94-2446 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the Trane Company — 1984?
Typewritten.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History.

06-5387 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lou Flagg historical gold ribbon award – multiple histories.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. binder.
Looseleaf. Lou Flagg Historical Award, 2003 submittal? Includes copies of all 19 Gold Ribbon Award
chapter histories written / submitted by Jame M. Ritter.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.

05-5375 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
10 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.

03-5313 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA—HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
ASHRAE history, La Crosse Area Chapter [update]—2003.
14 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area—History.

92-1273 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed. Three copies. Includes advertisement literature and brochures from the company.
Stored on shelf in Archives Room.

03-5280 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
History of a company : First Supply Group.—1999 April 12.
12 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.

95-4198 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
History of a company: Winona Heating & Ventilating Company / by James M. Ritter — 1995?
6 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History.

03-5277 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.

03-5312 ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.

93-1878 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
History of a person : Reuben N. Trane / [by James M. Ritter]
6 [i.e., 8] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, news clipping, certificate (photocopy) Describes Mr. Trane's contributions to the industry and his company. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1992-93? Lou Flagg Historical Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History. 2. Trane, Reuben N., 1886-1954.

99-5068 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
History of a system : premium quality footwear / James M. Ritter. — 1997?
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History.

92-1270 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
Typewritten (photocopy). Also includes photocopy of Gold Ribbon Award. Describes how Harold Sargent devised a method of chilling for dispensing A&W Root Beer in the 1930's and 1940's.
92-1271 ASHRAE — REGION VI — LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ritter, James M.
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Also includes photocopy of Gold Ribbon Award. Describes the
formation and growth of the Trane Company.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — La Crosse Area Chapter — History. 2. Trane Company.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — MADISON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

05-5360 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MADISON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 DVD : col. ill.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Madison Chapter—History.

94-2552 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MADISON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of Madison Chapter (May 1984).
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Madison Chapter — History.

05-5377 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MADISON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Madison Chapter—History.

94-2452 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MADISON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Olsen, Harold L.
Brief history of Research Products Corporation, a manufacturer in the Madison Chapter area
/ by Harold L. Olsen — 1983.
10 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 brochure : col. ill. ; 22 x 56 cm. folded to 22 x 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) and printed.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Madison Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — CRCS — HISTORY

96-4802 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE Minnesota Chapter history, history of a person: Philip A. Dugan, Appendix G — 1996?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.
93-1879 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flagg, Louis F., 1914- .
Chapter history / Louis F. Flagg.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, in a binder. Includes the original chapter history and an update for the past ten years.

94-3510 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flagg, Louis F., 1914- .
History of the Minnesota Chapter, 1918-1994 / prepared by historian Lou Flagg.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Printed, spiral bound. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.

92-1257 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flagg, Louis F., 1914- .
History of weather controlled steam heating system / by Lou Flagg.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Handprinted in ink on lined paper. Describes a heating system that was controlled by the weather.

99-5067 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Freeman, Philip D.
History of a system : system, St. Paul district heating and cooling system / Philip D. Freeman. — 1997?
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.

99-4998 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Freeman, Phil.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.

94-2453 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of Honeywell, Inc. / compiled by the Minnesota Chapter — 1984 April.
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (copy), spiral bound.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.

94-2455 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the Minnesota Chapter — 1982 April.
24 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.


94-2624 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY. Jordan, Richard C., 1909-. [Letter] 1994 April 21 [to] Louis F. Flagg / Richard C. Jordan. 2 leaves ; 28 cm. Computer written. Discusses his knowledge of Frank Rowley and John Allen and the parts they played in the early ASHVE Society, that both were National Presidents and that they both were members of Minnesota Chapter. 1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History. 2. Jordan, Richard C., 1909- . 3. Flagg, Louis F., 1914- . 4. ASHVE — Minnesota Chapter — History.


05-5362 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MINNESOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY. Minnesota history, 03-04; 04-05 / Gary Grenzer. 2 CDs. CD labeled 03-04 contains two Word files. CD labeled 04-05 contains 21 Word files, 18 pdfs, and 8 jps. Gold ribbon award winner, 2004-05. 1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Minnesota Chapter—History.


03-5278 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY. Murray, Bill.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History

02-5204 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MINNESOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Murray, Bill.
1918-2000 history of the Minnesota Chapter / prepared by historian Bill Murray.—2001?
1 v. unpaged ; ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Minnesota Chapter—History.

03-5310 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MINNESOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Murray, William A.
History of a person : Tom Olson.—2003.
7 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Minnesota Chapter—History.

03-5311 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MINNESOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
39 leaves ; 28 cm.
Chapter history update.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Minnesota Chapter—History.

94-2454 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MINNESOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Personal history of Richard C. Jordan / compiled by the Minnesota Chapter — 1985 April.
11 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (copy), spiral bound.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Minnesota Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2478 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history — 1984.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, looseleaf format.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

92-1258 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[13] leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Three copies. Includes two cartoons possibly drawn by Mr. Nelson, but depicting him.

92-1252 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten (photocopy). Three copies. Describes how a former mansion metamorphosed into a restaurant, its heating, cooling, and refrigerating systems. Letter from Chapter Historian.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

92-1255 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3rd ed.
[10] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopied). Cover letter refers to three copies, but library has only one.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

05-5374 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
23 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Mississippi Valley Chapter—History.

05-5376 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
21 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Mississippi Valley Chapter—History.

94-2477 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nagan, Mark T.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

94-3511 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nagan, Mark.
History of Mississippi Valley Chapter, ASHRAE / by Mark Nagan ; Sherm Sweeney — 1994 May.
4th ed.
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

94-2476 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nagan, Mark T.
Innovative 1905 heating system still operating (partially) — 1986.
[17] leaves : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, in binder. Photocopies of some photos, originals of others.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.
94-2475 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nagan, Mark T.
  3 sheets ; 28 cm.
  Typewritten. History of a person.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

99-5069 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman.
  10 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

93-1875 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman.
  [17] leaves ; 28 cm.
  Typewritten (photocopy). History of a company.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

95-4200 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman M.
  8 p. ; 28 cm. + binder.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

96-4803 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman.
  5 leaves ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

99-4935 ASHRAE — REGION VI — MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman.
  History of the Mississippi Valley Chapter 123, ASHRAE — 1998 May.
  [14] leaves ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Mississippi Valley Chapter — History.

02-5206 ASHRAE—REGION VI—MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Sweeney, Sherman.
  18 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Mississippi Valley Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — NORTHEAST WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-3512 ASHRAE — REGION VI — NORTHEAST WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
54 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten, printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Northeast Wisconsin Chapter — History.

94-2460 ASHRAE — REGION VI — NORTHEAST WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Riederer, Thomas A.
[10] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). Includes an early roster, a copy of the invitation to the Charter presentation.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Northeast Wisconsin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4804 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A brief history of Donald R. Johnson in Rockford — 1996?
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.

99-4936 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[8] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.

94-2448 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cooper, Harry.
A history of an early industrial ventilation system for the J.L. Clark Manufacturing Company, Rockford, Illinois / by Harry Cooper 198-.
Typewritten (copy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.

94-2551 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cooper, Harry.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Covers the period from 1980/81 to 1985/86.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-1266 History of a person who worked in the business of ASHRAE: Howard D. Colman, inventor, entrepreneur, 1873-1942 — 1990?

[8] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
References: leaf [8].
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History. 2. Colman, Howard D., 1873-1942.


[28] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. One chart 23 x 56 cm. folded to 23 x 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). Describes the evolution of the heating systems of a school, first built in 1887, added on to in 1910 and now being retrofitted with air conditioning in 1991 as a community center. One copy also contains original photographs.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History. 2. Garrison School. Rockford (Ill.)


1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.


[17] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). Some leaves may be missing, unable to tell.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.


2 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.


1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Reister, Joseph W.

History of a person : Floyd Kisner — 1993 April 22.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy of facsimile).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Rockford Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ROCKFORD CHAPTER — HISTORY.

This paper is about Mr. Duncan J. Stewart, one of the "pioneers" of comfort controls and controlled air distribution — 1984.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (original and copy).

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — ANNUAL MEETING (1990 : ST. LOUIS, MO); ASHRAE — SEMIANNUAL MEETING (1962 : ST. LOUIS, MO); ST. LOUIS (MISSOURI);

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes the history of Sporlan Valve Company. Three copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History. 2. Sporlan Valve Company.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—ST. LOUIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.

An ASHRAE History : Sporlan Valve Company.—1990.
Copy of 92-1260, Gold Ribbon Award winner, see for complete record. Lou Flagg Historical Award, 2004
Submittal.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—St. Louis Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History. 2. St. Louis Steam Loop.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—ST. LOUIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.

23 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Chicago Chapter—History.
99-4997 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Five year history update, 1992-1997, St. Louis Chapter; history of a company: University of Missouri - Rolla; history of a person: Frank M. McDougall; history of a system: St. Louis Community College. — [1997?]
1 v. unpaged: ill., some col.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1613 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 pieces [8 leaves]; 28 cm.
Typewritten (original, carbon, photocopy). There is a history of the founding written as a letter, a transcription of that letter, a letter presenting the history, and a letter acknowledging it. The history was written by L. Walter Moon.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1597 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration (sic) and Air Conditioning Engineers / prepared by W.L. (Bill) Dulle — 1987 March.
46 p. (i.e., leaves); 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy) and bound in a yellow three brad folder.

93-1880 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[37] leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
Typewritten, photograph (photocopy), spiral bound. Includes photocopies of photographs.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

94-3514 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[39] leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
Computerwritten, photograph (photocopy), spiral bound. Includes photocopies of photographs. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

99-5059 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kearney, Michael C.
Going to systems school on the St. Louis Community Colleges / Michael C. Kearney. — 1997 April 9.
6 leaves; charts; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

96-4805 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Murry, Milton J.
History of a person: profile of Franklin M. McDougall, an ASRE life member / by Milton J. Murry — 1996 April 2.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1600 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Norris, William P.
Brief history of major refrigeration and air conditioning manufacturing companies in St. Louis area / by William P. Norris — 1982?
9 p. ; 28 cm.
Computer printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1599 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Norris, William P.
Brief history of the Central Station Pipe Line Refrigeration System serving downtown St. Louis / by William P. Norris — 1983?
[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1598 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Refrigeration pipe line map.
St. Louis, MO : St. Louis Refrigerating and Cold Storage Co., 1937.
1 piece ; 69 x 46 cm.
Blueprint (original) of the refrigeration pipe line which was used for commercial refrigeration and cooling.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1605 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
St. Louis, MO : The Chapter, 1983.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed, spiral bound. Includes biographies of four men of the early chapter, Roderick Tait, George Wells, Hermann Spoehrer, John Dube. Two copies.

92-1267 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sauer, Harry J.
Typewritten (one original and two copies).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History. 2. Wischmeyer, William F., 1915-

95-4202 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sauer, Harry J.
An ASHRAE history of a company : UMR Missouri's Technological University, University of Missouri - Rolla / prepared by Harry J. Sauer, Jr. — 1995.
29 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1601 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
St. Louis holds the 1990 ASHRAE annual meeting.
St. Louis, MO : The Chapter?, 1990.
4 p. : ill. ; 28 x 44 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm.
Printed on glossy paper with red highlights. Includes photos from the meeting.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

93-1606 ASHRAE — REGION VI — ST. LOUIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Thermos.
St. Louis, MO : The Chapter, 1986.
2 p. : 28 cm.
The newsletter of the chapter. Includes a history corner by Bill Dulle.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — St. Louis Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2456 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE related manufacturing companies, Wisconsin Chapter area — 198-.
Typewritten (photocopy). Brief overview of some companies in the Milwaukee area that are involved in some form of the HVAC industry.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

92-1276 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten and bound in red with black plastic, spiral ring. Stored on shelf in Archives Room. History was added written and added to by others prior to Mr. Sikkema's update. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

94-2554 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
36 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed. Souvenir booklet for the Chapter's fiftieth anniversary.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

94-2458 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Golden anniversary, Wisconsin Chapter, chapter history — 1981.
[16] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes copy of material from Golden Anniversary, 1972.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

94-2582 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Herman, R. W.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed (photocopy). Three copies stapled together.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History. 2. Chapman, William P., 1919-

94-2583 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Herman, R. W.
History of a system / submitted by Robert W. Herman — 1986.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes a diagram of the Riverside Theater (the system being described).
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

94-2457 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Herman, R. W.
History of Johnson Controls, Inc. — 1984 March 15.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy)
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

92-1275 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten (photocopy). Bound in blue with a black plastic, spiral ring. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.

92-809 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Notes from the past.
[s.l. : s.n., 195-?] 1 piece : 25 x 33 cm.
Reproduction in positive photostat of two pages from an unnamed publication with a brief history of the chapter. The material apparently continued onto another page, but that was omitted.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

92-1274 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sikkema, Randy.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser printed with photocopies of photographs and news articles. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History. 2. Schulz, Fred C.

96-4806 ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Vokac, Scott A.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VI — WISCONSIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (copy). Includes dues information and form for submitting monies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VI — Wisconsin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—MADISON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
2p. ; 28 cm. corner stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Madison Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Chapter history Davenport-Quad Cities, USA / submitted June12, 2006 by Sherman Sweeney, chapter historian.
22p. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report cover.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VI—Mississippi Valley Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION VI—LA CROSSE AREA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Ritter, Jim.
Chapter history 2006 / submitted by Jim Ritter, chapter historian for consideration for a Gold Ribbon and Lou Flagg Award.
14 p. ; 28 cm. corner staple
Printed page (photocopy).
ASHRAE—Region VI—La Crosse Area Chapter—History.
Region VII

ASHRAE — REGION VII — BATON ROUGE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-640  ASHRAE — REGION VII — BATON ROUGE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        Sandifer, Robert S.
        [Collection of materials relating to first attempt to write a Gold Ribbon Award history] / R.S. Sandifer.
        [9] leaves ; 28 cm.
        Typewritten and handwritten (photocopies). Includes a photocopy of the original petition to form a chapter with signatures.
        1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Baton Rouge Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also  ENGINEERED REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, INC.

92-700  ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        [Correspondence] 1982 June 7 and 17.
        3 pieces ; 28 cm.
        Typewritten (original and photocopy). Includes letter from Tom Baker to Steve Comstock to obtain lists of officers of the chapter and Mr. Comstock's reply with attached list.
        1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

99-4942 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        Empire Seafood Company. — 1998?
        1 leaf ; 28 cm.
        1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

94-2466 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        Hamlin, Jim.
        Touring the Alabama Theatre thru ASHRAE history / Jim Hamlin ; Larry McFarlin — 198-.
        [3] leaves ; 28 cm.
        Typewritten (photocopy). Bound in black folder.
        1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

94-2468 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        1924 Coal stoker boiler — 1988.
        2 leaves ; 28 cm.
        Typewritten. There is a letter and paper.
        1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

94-2465 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
        Saunders, Tom.
Typewritten (original and photocopy). In yellow three-prong folder.
Cover title: History of Ed Miller.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

94-2467 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Vaughn, Frank
[5] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Also a photocopy of the original charter for Birmingham ASRE Section. Paper was excerpted from a taped interview. Mr. Vaughn was instrumental in starting the chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

96-4735 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Winnett, Kelly L.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Birmingham Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — BLUEGRASS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5220 ASHRAE—REGION VII—BLUEGRASS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Art Hallstrom named ASHRAE Fellow.—2000.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Bluegrass Chapter—History.

99-4943 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BLUEGRASS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Bluegrass Chapter — History.

94-2471 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BLUEGRASS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Perkins, Glen D.
[9] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Bluegrass Chapter — History.

97-4820 ASHRAE — REGION VII — BLUEGRASS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Bluegrass Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1961 : JACKSON, MI)

94-3227 ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1961 : JACKSON, MI)
   Engineers meet.
   Jackson, MI : [s.n.], 1961 Nov. 7.
   1 piece : ill. ; 22 x 28 cm.
   Photostat of newspaper clipping. Shows John Everettts, Jr., C.E. Strahan, Burt Lomax, and Frank Faust.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — CRC (1961 : Jackson, MI)

94-3228 ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1961 : JACKSON, MI)
   Minutes Chapters Regional Committee Meeting of Region VII — 1961 Nov. 6.
   4 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten (photocopy).
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — CRC (1961 : Jackson, MI)

ASHRAE—REGION VII—CRC (1971 : LOUISVILLE, KY)

04-5344 ASHRAE—REGION VII—CRC (1971 : LOUISVILLE, KY)
   Agenda.
   1 piece ; 22 x 28 cm. folded to 22 x 10 cm.
   ASHRAE Region VII Conference, November 10, 11, 12, 1971, Colonel Sanders’ Inn, Louisville, Kentucky.
   ASHRAE—Region VII—CRC (1971 : Louisville, KY)

ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1973 : LOUISVILLE, KY)

94-2473 ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1973 : LOUISVILLE, KY)
   1 sheet ; 28 x 44 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — CRC (1973 : Louisville, KY) 2. ASHRAE — Region VII — Louisville Chapter — History. 3. ASHRAE — Annual meeting (1973 : Louisville)

ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1981 : JACKSON, MI)

94-3229 ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1981 : JACKSON, MI)
   [Collection of materials to publicize and be a record of the 1981 Jackson, MI CRC] — 1981 Spring.
   39 leaves, 49 photos : b&w ; 28 cm. or smaller.
   Typewritten, handwritten, original photos, printed material.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — CRC (1981 : Jackson, MI)
ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also  ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS.

95-4319 ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

East Tennessee, newest chapter, holds charter banquet.


Pages 134-135 : ill. ; 28 cm.

Photocopy. Brief history of founding of chapter.

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee Chapter — History.

99-5127 ASHRAE – REGION VII – EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER – HISTORY.

Goldberger, Joel J.

History of Donald B. Heffron / by Joel J. Goldberger. – 1999 June 16.

14 leaves : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.


99-4938 ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE — HISTORY.

Marquis, Suzanne.

History of the mechanical system for the Knoxville Civic Coliseum/Auditorium, Knoxville, TN / submitted by East Tennessee ASHRAe Historin Suzanne Marquis. — 1998.


Laser-printed. Two copies of text, one original, one photocopy. References slides which are missing. Also includes two audio tape indexes for Leadership Recalled interviews with Wayne O. Rose (1998 May 13) and Charles F. Sexton (1998 April 22), but tapes are missing. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1998-99. May be 1997-98.

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee — History.

94-2461 ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Shelton, Ron.

History of the Tennessee Theater, 604 South Gay Street, Knoxville, Tennessee / Ron Shelton — 1989 Sept. 27.


Typewritten, newspaper clipping (photocopy).

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee Chapter — History.

96-4557 ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Shelton, Ron.

History of the Tennessee Theater in Knoxville emphasizing the mechanical air-conditioning systems / by Ron Shelton — 1994 March 30.

5 leaves, 6 photos : col. ; 28 cm. + 1 tri-fold display (35 x 60 cm. folded to 35 x 20 cm.)

Photos are mounted on tri-fold display, text is in binder. The paper may have been submitted earlier. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee Chapter — History.

96-4769 ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Shelton, Ron.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Shelton, Ron.
[8] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, photographs (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — HISTORY.

Wilson, Kirk.
7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — East Tennessee Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — HISTORY.

5 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopies). Includes letter from Waring Green, Historican, Region VII, letter from Steve Comstock, photocopies of three chapter charters.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — History. 2. ASHRAE — Chapters.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — HISTORY.

1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed, photographs (photocopy). A history of Region VII.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — HISTORY.

Region VII CRC, Huntsville [sound recording]
1 sound cassette (90 min.) : 1 7/8 ips.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — HISTORY.

Region VII historian's report to CRC — October 1988.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). List of four areas to be covered.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VII — LOUISVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also  ASHRAE — REGION VII — CRC (1973 : LOUISVILLE)

03-5224 ASHRAE—REGION VII—LOUISVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY. 
2 leaves ; 28 cm. 
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Louisville Chapter—History.

94-2474 ASHRAE — REGION VII — LOUISVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY. 
Chapter historical questionnaire — 1987 May 2. 
1 sheet ; 28 cm. 
Typewritten form. 
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Louisville Chapter — History.

94-2477 ASHRAE — REGION VII — LOUISVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY. 
Fisher, Larry J. 
4 leaves ; 28 cm. 
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95. 
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Louisville Chapter — History.

94-2472 ASHRAE — REGION VII — LOUISVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY. 
11 sheets ; 28 cm. 
Printed and handwritten (photocopy). History is looseleaf and there may be pages missing. Includes a copy of the original charter. 
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Louisville Chapter — History.

99-5131 ASHRAE – REGION VII – LOUISVILLE CHAPTER – HISTORY. 
O’Dell, Leonard J. 
Louisville ASHRAE Chapter history up-date / Leonard J. O’Dell. – 1999 April. 
11 leaves ; 28 cm. 
1. ASHRAE – Region VII – Louisville Chapter – History.

02-5176 ASHRAE—REGION VII—LOUISVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY. 
Louisville chapter history update / Matt Hargan.—September 2000. 
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm. 
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Louisville Chapter—History.

99-4939 ASHRAE — REGION VII — LOUISVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY. 
Society stars. — 1998 April. 
[8] leaves : ill. ; 36 cm. or smaller.

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Louisville Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-704 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hailey, Rhett.
Chapter historical questionnaire, Memphis / by Rhett Hailey.
Handwritten and typewritten (photocopy) of the questionnaire and an appended history of the Memphis Chapter of ASHRAE.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Memphis Chapter — History. 2. Hailey, Rhett.

96-4561 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hailey, Rhett.
1 v. various pagings, 4 photos : ill., some col. ; 30 cm.
Includes booklets on the history of the church, photocopies of newspaper clippings, photographs. A special project done for the Centennial celebration.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Memphis Chapter — History.

94-2462 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hailey, Rhett.
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes fax cover sheet.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Memphis Chapter — History.

92-734 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A History of the Memphis Chapter of ASHRAE — 1982?
2 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopied)
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Memphis Chapter — History.

03-5219 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MEMPHIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jack Wilson, Memphis, honored for 35 years with Trane and various other articles.—2000?
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Memphis Chapter—History.

99-4940 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MEMPHIS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Memphis Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION VII — MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5285 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Godfrey, Drew.
   One OLD Chiller / by Drew Godfrey.—2002.
   1 leaf ; 28 cm.
   Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002. Article refers to a picture, but it is not present.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Mississippi Chapter—History.

99-5130 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE – Region VII – Mississippi Chapter – History.

94-2556 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   History of Mississippi Chapter, 1953 to 1989.
   13 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten, photographs (photocopy).
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Mississippi Chapter — History.

03-5221 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
   The HUMP, a history of single pass, series chiller design.—2000.
   2 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Mississippi Chapter—History.

99-4941 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Mississippi Chapter ASHRAE history paper, 1998 : Thermal storage in Mississippi.
   [6] leaves ; 28 x 44 cm. or smaller.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Mississippi Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — MOBILE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also  ENGINEERED REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, INC.

94-2480 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MOBILE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   The Mobile Chapter of ASHRAE, a history — 1984?
   1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten and handwritten (photocopy). Includes photocopies of photographs, too.
   History itself is 2 pages long. Other matter is included in volume. On shelf in Archives room.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Mobile Chapter — History.

94-2479 ASHRAE — REGION VII — MOBILE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Interview with Hank Waechter.—2000 May 19.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Nashville Chapter—History.

96-4775 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kearney, Mike.
   56 p. ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten (photocopy), spiral-bound. This may be a copy of material that is classified
   under the ASHRAE — Leadership Recalled heading. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96?
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Leadership
   Recalled.

99-5129 ASHRAE – REGION VII – NASHVILLE CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Waechter, H. C.
   The 40 Year anthology (1959 to 2000) Life & Casualty Building, Nashville, Tennessee / H.C. Waechter
   and the Great Design Team. – 1999.
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   parts of which this is the first. Part 1: Anthropomorphism – Design. Part 2: Mechanical design. Part 3: Living with
   the Building.

96-4768 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Waechter, Hank.
   History Nashville, Tennessee Chapter of American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
   Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc. / edited by H.C. Waechter — 1994/95?
   1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Spiral-bound, laser-printed, photographs (photocopy).
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History.

96-4767 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Waechter, Hank.
   The history of Nashville Machine Company Inc. / compiled by Hank Waechter — 1994?
   28 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Handwritten, printed, photographs (photocopy). History was handwritten by Mark A.
   Young, Jr., Dec. ‘86 - Jan. ‘87.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History.

96-4774 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Waechter, Hank.
   Interview of Edward C. Kennedy, a very active ASHRAE member. He is a true charter
   member / by Hank Waechter.
   10 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Laser-printed, spiral-bound. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96?
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Leadership
   Recalled.
96-4773 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Waechter, Hank.
Interview with Don Nichols at his home on November 28, 1995 / by Hank Waechter.
19 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, spiral-bound. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96?
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Leadership Recalled.

96-4738 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NASHVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Waechter, Henry C.
55 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95. This paper is the same as the Leadership Recalled interview on Mr. Gossett.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Nashville Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2469 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 brochure ; 21 x 40 cm. folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Printed on pink paper. Technical program of the fiftieth anniversary of the Louisiana Engineering Society. Both ASHVE and ASRE had sessions.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History. 2. ASHVE — New Orleans Chapter — History. 3. ASRE — New Orleans Section — History. 4. Louisiana Engineering Society.

96-4766 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.

94-2581 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Delta Digest.
1 issue? ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Historical item on page 2.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.

96-4739 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Green, Waring.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.
ASHRAE—REGION VII—NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Green, Waring M.
   1 leaf ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VII—New Orleans Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION VII—NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Green, Waring M.
   History of a system / Waring M. Green. – 1999 May 17.
   4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer printed. Brief history of the Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
History of the New Orleans Chapter of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
   1 piece ; 34 cm.
   Newspaper clipping.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — New Orleans Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTH ALABAMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTH ALABAMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.

ASHRAE—REGION VII—NORTH ALABAMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of a person, Sharon C. Jordan / prepared by Ray Thome, historian.—2000 April 13.
94-2558 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTH ALABAMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Thome, Ray.
15 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed, photographs (photocopy).

ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — CHAPTERS.

94-2470 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Cook, Thomas E.
A.S.H.R.A.E., history of Northwest Florida Chapter, Region VII / by Thomas E. Cook — [1985?].
1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy), bound in red three-prong folder.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History.

03-5281 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Dorsey, Tom.
System application : Hampton Inn at Pensacola Beach, Florida, geothermal swimming pool heating system / Tom Dorsey ; Ron Nall. — 2000.
10 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Northwest Florida Chapter—History.

99-4937 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gold Ribbon Award history 1997-98 [of] Robert B. Stotz / Ron Nall. — 1998?
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History.

99-5126 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nall, Ronald.
Dunes Motel heat pump water heater / Ron Nall. — 1999.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History.

96-4741 ASHRAE — REGION VII — NORTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nall, Ronald E.
History of the chapter hosting the CRC : Northwest Florida ASHRAE Historian report for Society Gold Ribbon — 1994?
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, laser-printed (photocopy). Questions are listed on one page, answers are on separate pages. Interview was with Mr. Bert Stotz. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994/95?

1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Leadership Recalled.

Dr. John Gorrie, pioneer of artificial icemaking / by Ron Shelton and Bert Stotz [1992]
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (facsimile). Published in Insights and a Gold Ribbon winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Northwest Florida Chapter — History. 2. Gorrie, Dr. John, 1803-1855. 3. Dr. John Gorrie Museum. 4. Air conditioning. 5. Ice and ice-making machinery.

ASHRAE — Region VII — Tennessee Valley Chapter — History.

11 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes copies of photographs.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Tennessee Valley Chapter — History.

History of an event : third annual ASHRAE golf tournament.—2000 June 20.
1 leaf ; 29 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Tennessee Valley Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — Region VII — Tombigbee Chapter — History.

HVAC related history of Ed E. Scott, 1902-1989 — 1989?
29 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Interesting, chatty bio of Ed E. Scott.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Tombigbee Chapter — History.

1 v. variously paged ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, handwritten (photocopy) and spiral bound.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — Tombigbee Chapter — History.

07-5388 ASHRAE—REGION VII—BLUEGRASS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Perkins, Glen D.
History of F. Paul Anderson for Chapter Regional Conference.
1 v. unpaged: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
1. ASHRAE—Disbanded Chapter—Bluegrass Chapter—History.

07-5399 ASHRAE—REGION VII—BATON ROUGE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
LeBlanc, William J.
Member consulting engineering firm, LeBlanc & Assaf & Associates.
1 p. : 27 cm.
Looseleaf (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Baton Rouge Chapter—History.

07-5400 ASHRAE—REGION VII—BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hamlin, Jim.
The Evolution of Air Engineers, Inc., Birmingham area HVAC company.
5 p. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report cover
Printed page (photocopy)
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Birmingham Chapter—History

07-5401 ASHRAE—REGION VII—BIRMINGHAM CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hamlin, Jim ; McFarlin, Larry.
Touring the Alabama Theatre Thru ASHRAE History.
2 pp. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report cover.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Birmingham Chapter—History

07-5402 ASHRAE—REGION VII—EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Shelton, Ron.
History of the Tennessee Theatre, emphasis on air conditioning system / submitted by chapter historian, Ron Shelton, September 27, 1989.
5pp.:accompanying article ; 28 cm. stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—East Tennessee Chapter—History.

07-5403 ASHRAE—REGION VII—EAST TENNESSEE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Shelton, Ron.
7 pp.: ill. ; 28 cm. stapled.
Printed page.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—East Tennessee Chapter—History.

07-5404 ASHRAE—REGION VII—LOUISVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Henry Vogt Machine Company, highlights / compiled and submitted by Donald E. Saufnauer, chapter historian.
4pp.: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report cover.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Louisville Chapter—History.

07-5405 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MEMPHIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Brief history of Memphis Chapter.
2 pp. ; 28 cm., stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Memphis Chapter—History.

07-5406 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MEMPHIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
HVAC projects in Memphis area, brief history of two, Lindenwood Christian Church and First Baptist Church / submitted 1989.
1 p. ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Memphis Chapter—History.

07-5407 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
13pp.: ill. ; 28 cm. staple bound.
Printed page : tag board covers.
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Mississippi Chapter—History.

07-5408 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MOBILE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
105 pp.: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. report bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Mobile Chapter—History.

07-5409 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NASHVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of Nashville chapter, edited by H.C. Waechter.
20 pp.: ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Nashville Chapter—History.

07-5410 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NASHVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Mark Kearney interview of Leroy Steinhouse and Mark Young, September 19, 1986.
56 pp. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Nashville Chapter—History.

07-5411 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NASHVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
September 1986 interview with M.T. Gossett.
55 pp. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Nashville Chapter—History.

07-5412 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NASHVILLE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Interview of Mark A. Young, Jr., no date.
07-5413 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Green, Waring M.
Brief history of NOLA chapter / submitted September 1989 by Waring M. Green, P.E., chapter historian.
2 pp.; 28 cm. stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—New Orleans Chapter—History.

07-5414 ASHRAE—REGION VII—NORTH ALABAMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Thome, Ray
14 pp.; ill.; 28 cm. stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).

07-5415 ASHRAE—REGION VII—TENNESSEE VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Weeks, J.W.
10 pp.; ill.; 28 cm. stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Tennessee Valley Chapter—History.

07-5416 ASHRAE—REGION VII—TOMBIGBEE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hildenbrand, R.M.
History of Tombigbee Chapter, early 1986 to June 30, 1988, with by-laws, constitution and other attachments / prepared by R.M. “Gus” Hildenbrand.
91 pp.; 28 cm. + 30 cm. spiral bound.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region VII—Tombigbee Chapter—History.

07-5432 ASHRAE—REGION VII—MEMPHIS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
29 p.; 28 cm side stapled.
Printed page (photocopy).
ASHRAE—Region VII—Memphis Chapter—History.
Region VIII

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010; ASHVE — SOUTHWEST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1383 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 v. ; 28 cm.
Handwritten, both sides of the page (photocopy). A gold ribbon award winner for 1990-91.
Two copies. Stored on shelf in Archives.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.  2. Baker, Gerard, 1901-

94-3210 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 piece ; 41 x 31 cm.
Photocopy of the original.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.  2. ASHVE — Southwest Texas Chapter — History.

95-3799 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A corner of history / by Manuel Lizcano.
San Antonio : Squirrel Cage (Alamo Chapter Newsletter), 1982?
17 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. A regular feature of the newsletter. This is a collection of these brief historical moments. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.

94-3315 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A corner of history / by Manuel Lizcano.
1 p. ; 28 cm.
Newsletter clipping (photocopy). Describes Mr. Lizcano's early years, how he got involved with ASHRAE.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.

93-1554 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Rev.
Pages 7-8 ; 22 cm.
Page taken from a longer work.
99-5015 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lizcano, Manuel.
   1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.

94-2484 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Lizcano, Manuel F., 1938-
   History of a company, or two : a corner of history / Manuel F. Lizcano, historian — 1990.
   1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
   Typewritten (photocopy). Brief histories of various companies, collected by Manuel Lizcano.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.

03-5258 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—ALAMO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lizcano, Manuel F.
   7 leaves in binder ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Alamo Chapter—History.

03-5270 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—ALAMO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lizcano, Manuel.
   History of Texas pioneers and systems they innovated / prepared by Manuel F. Lizcano.—2000 April 18.
   15 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Alamo Chapter—History.

04-5326 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—ALAMO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lizcano, Manuel.
   45 p. + 5 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Spiral-bound, plus extra matter. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-03. Includes cover sheet.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Alamo Chapter—History.

99-4955 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ALAMO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Steadman, Douglas.
   10 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Alamo Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — ARKANSAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.
ASHRAE—REGION VIII—ARKANSAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hodoway, John.
    2 leaves ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Arkansas Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—ARKANSAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Wortsmith, Keith.
    ASHRAE history in Arkansas, 1983-1995 / submitted by Keith Wortsmith, historian and Sherry Baldwin,
    President-Elect. — 1995 April 14.
    19 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Arkansas Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — AUSTIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—AUSTIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bloomquist, Edward G.
    Austin Chapter, ASHRAE, historian's documentary — 1991 August.
    2 leaves ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten (photocopy). Autobiography of Mr. Bloomquist and his participation in
    ASHRAE. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Austin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—AUSTIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bloomquist, Edward G.
    Austin Chapter, ASHRAE history — 1993 March 26.
    13 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
    Photocopy. Includes an update of the Chapter's history, a history of a company, person or
    persons, a system. Spiral bound with blue covers. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Austin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—AUSTIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bloomquist, Edward G.
    [10] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
    Photocopy. It is an update to an earlier chapter history which does not seem to be available.
    Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Austin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—AUSTIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Schrecengost, Randy.
    A biography of Reddy Ice.—2001 June 30.
    2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Austin Chapter—History.

99-4956 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — AUSTIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Schrecengost, Randy.
   2 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Austin Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

92-1010 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Goldschmidt, Victor W.
   50 years of HVAC engineering : a look back and a look ahead / Victor W. Goldschmidt — 1987?.
   Typewritten (photocopy). "Based on a presentation celebrating Central Oklahoma Chapter's
   50th Anniversary." Includes penned marginalia and corrections.

03-5208 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
   5 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Central Oklahoma Chapter—History.

95-3814 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   History recalled — 1995 April.
   26 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Printed booklet, high-gloss paper. Published by the Chapter on the occasion of ASHRAE's
   Centennial year and the Chapter's sixtieth anniversary.
   1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Central Oklahoma Chapter — History.

11-5930 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
McQuiston, Faye.
   The Life and times of William J. Collins, Jr. in the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
   Conditioning Engineers, Inc., 1915-2005 : seventy-fifth anniversary, Central Oklahoma Chapter, ASHREa, 1935-
   2010 / [by Faye McQuiston].
   24 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
   A tribute and biography of William J. Collins, Jr.
   1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Central Oklahoma Chapter—History.

03-5260 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Vermillion, Bob.
2000-2001 history.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Central Oklahoma Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Vermillion, Bobbie J.
1 v. various pagings : ill. ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed on a color laser. Excerpts from the Chapter newsletter, Sou'Wester, which cover past presidents and at least two companies. Gold Ribbon Award winner for 1993-94. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Central Oklahoma Chapter — History.

03-5271 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Vermillion, Bobby J.
Historian’s notes.—2000.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Central Oklahoma Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CRC (1970 : HOUSTON)
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CRC (1970 : HOUSTON)
1 photo : col. ; 8 x 12 cm.
Photograph shows Frank Bridgers and Bill Hole examining the space suit worn by Neil Armstrong on his trip to the moon. Eugene Carson of NASA is also pictured.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CRC (1986 : DALLAS)
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — CRC (1986 : DALLAS)
5 photos : col. ; 10 x 14 cm. + 22 neg. : col. ; 35 mm.
Color photos of the Dallas CRC, held May 1-3, 1986.

1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — CRC (1986 : Dallas)

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also BURNS, ROBERT O., 1911- ; GEORGE LINSKIE COMPANY, INC.

99-5007 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Arant, H. David.


1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

99-5008 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Arant, H. David.

Central Engineering & Supply Company, September 26, 1926 - to date! / H. David Arant. — 1994 April 7.

1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

99-5011 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Arant, H. David.


1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed, photographs (photocopy). Reprints of columns of historical interest about long-time members, companies, etc. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

03-5272 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—DALLAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.

Arant, H. David.


6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Dallas Chapter—History.

99-4957 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Arant, H. David.


15 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

99-5006 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Arant, H. David.

1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.

1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

03-5266 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—DALLAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Arant, David.

6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Dallas Chapter—History.

99-5012 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Arant, H. David.

Nicholas R. Collins, Jr., June 2, 1918 - to date! : history of a person / H. David Arant. — 1994 April 7.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, printed, photographs (photocopy). Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.

04-5325 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—DALLAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Arant, H. David.

Recall interview with Oslin (“Ozzie”) Nation / by Ken Fulk.—2004 April 24.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-03. Includes cover sheet.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Dallas Chapter—History.

94-2489 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

[Documents relating to the election of Tony Ullrich to ASHVE, two handwritten notes from him to that effect with a bit of early Texas and Dallas Chapter history thrown in.] — 1989 Mar. 28 and Apr. 15, 1937 Nov. 8.
3 pieces ; 43 cm. or smaller.
Handwritten (original and photocopy), typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History. 2. Ullrich, Anton B. "Tony", 1912-

03-5211 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—DALLAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.

The life and times of Roy Allen Taylor.—2001 May 12.
7 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Dallas Chapter—History.

94-2485 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Meffert, George H.

The Dallas Chapter, ASHRAE / George H. Meffert — 1983.
49 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies, one is one-sided, the other is front and back.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Dallas Chapter — History.
93-1382 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — DALLAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Dallas, TX : The Chapter, 1991.
47 leaves ; 28 cm.
A gold ribbon award winner for 1990-91, by Peanut Vinther, an ASHRAE past president and long time member, published as a chapter history, posthumously.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

94-3576 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 sheets ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (original and photocopy). In honor of Frank Faust and the luncheon honoring him, the East Texas Chapter wanted to provide a memento to Mr. Faust, due to his efforts in starting the Chapter when he was First Vice-President of the Society. Original letter was from Warren A Spofford to Andy Boggs. Steve Comstock responded.

95-3793 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Early history of General Electric air conditioning products / presented by the East Texas ASHRAE Chapter ; prepared by G.G. Coyne — 1993 Feb.
10 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photographs are attached to pages of text. One copy is original, the other is a photocopy. The original is spiral bound. Gold Ribbon Award winner for 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — East Texas Chapter — History.

93-2265 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1st ed.
Tyler, TX : The Chapter, 1981.
28 p. ; 22 cm.
A gold ribbon award winner, by Warren Spofford.

93-1379 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2nd ed.
Tyler, TX : The Chapter, 1986.
28 p. ; 22 cm.
A gold ribbon award winner, by Warren Spofford. Archives has six copies.

93-1380 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3rd ed.
A gold ribbon award winner for 1990-91, by Warren Spofford. Archives has two copies.

95-3792 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — EAST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3rd ed.
28 p. ; 21 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — East Texas Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

93-1381 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Air conditioning a city.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
A gold ribbon award winner for 1990-91, by Marcella Wileman.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

93-1563 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 p. ; 22 cm.
Pages torn from a longer work. Includes a history of the Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

99-5013 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Burgess, John, Sr.
13 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

03-5273 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—FORT WORTH CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hardin, Don.
The accidental peddler.—2000.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Fort Worth Chapter—History.
93-1505 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hydro-Air, Inc., fifty and going on sixty / by Les Tye.
Fort Worth, TX : The Chapter, 1989.
[13] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). With two cover letters.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

03-5265 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—FORT WORTH CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jensen, George.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Fort Worth Chapter—History.

99-5016 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kelly, W. O.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed, photographs (photocopy). Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

95-3817 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kelly, W. O.
Pages 1-4 ; 22 cm.
Pages taken from a booklet.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

95-3813 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — FORT WORTH CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Romine, Thomas B.
40 p. ; 28 cm.
Spiral-bound, laser printed. Not known to be a Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Fort Worth Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

[11 chapter histories / Gold Ribbon Award winners for 2009-2010]
1 DVD
Contents: Alamo History CRC 2010 (PPT); Arkansas History Monterrey-Houston (PPT); 2010 Austin ASHRAE CRC slides (PPT); CentOklaASHRAEHistorySum 09-10 (Word); Dallas Chapter History PPT (PPT); ET Chapter 091 History Presentation (PDF); CRC Chapter History FTW 2010 (PPT); Houston Chapter History - Neil Silverman Historian (PPTX); Mexico City CRC 2009-2010 (PPSX); Presentacion MTY (PPT); NEOK 2010 A CRC Powerpoint (PPT)
ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — SOUTH TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — SEMIANNUAL MEETING (1966 : HOUSTON, TX); FIRSTS; JEFFERSON THEATER (BEAUMONT, TX); ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

03-5207 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—HOUSTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Archive index CRC Gold Ribbon for history award Houston Chapter, Region VIII – 2002 June 28.
1 3” binder, various pagings : ill., some col. ; 30 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Houston Chapter—History.

94-2568 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE Chapter, historical data — 1989 April 20.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (faxed copy). One leaf is fax dated for April 7. Some material may be missing.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

95-3816 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE - Houston Chapter history.
Pages R-3 - R-10 ; 22 cm.
Pages taken from a booklet.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

93-1562 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter roster, 1992-1993 / compiled by the Houston Chapter of ASHRAE.
R-vi, R-12 ; 22 cm.
Dark green spiral bound booklet with unknown number of pages and sections missing. Chapter history is on R-3 through R-8.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

93-1384 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flaniken, Bruce.
[Histories] / by Bruce Flaniken.
Houston, TX : The Chapter, 1991.
1 v. variously paged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes histories of the old Humble Building, the Jefferson Theater, Dale S. Cooper, C.D. Adams, and an update of the chapter's history. Stored on shelf in Archive room.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History. 2. Flaniken, Bruce. 3. Jefferson Theater (Beaumont, TX)

99-5010 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flaniken, Bruce L.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, printed, typewritten, handwritten, photographs (photocopy) in looseleaf binder. Two copies.
Stored on shelves in archives room. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1993-94.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.
99-5009 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Flaniken, Bruce L.
    1 v., unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
    Laser-printed, printed, typewritten, handwritten, photographs (photocopy) in looseleaf binder. Two copies.
    Stored on shelves in archives room. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

94-2493 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    History of Willard John Davis — 1987 April.
    [6] leaves ; 28 cm.
    Typewritten. Includes application for Gold Ribbon for History Award.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

94-2491 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    The Hot Air Recorder.
    Vol. 39, no. 7
    Houston, TX : Houston Chapter of ASHRAE, 1979 Sept.
    1 issue ; 28 cm.
    Printed (photocopy). Of interest is page 3 with an article about Clarence Fleming, long-time member and historian.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History. 2. Fleming, Clarence.

95-3800 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Houston Chapter, Region VIII, Historical, Society Copy — 1990.
    1 v., unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
    Photocopy. In binder on shelf in Archives room. The first through eighth entries for Gold Ribbon Award. This was redone, because the original was lost. Won Award for 1993-94.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

95-3801 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    1 v., unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

95-3802 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
    Houston Chapter, Region VIII, 1992-93 Historical Committee, CRC Gold Ribbon for History Award, Society Copies 1 and 2 / Bruce Flaniken — 1993.
    1 v., unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
    1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

94-2494 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — HOUSTON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
O'Bannon, Lester S.

Itsy bitsy bits: an eighty-five year chronicle of biographical trivia / by Lester S. O'Bannon — 1982 Nov. 11.
30 leaves; 28 cm. + 3 leaves; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes a letter from Mr. O'Bannon describing his work.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Houston Chapter — History.

03-5284 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—HOUSTON CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 3" binder, various pagings: ill., some col.; 30 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Houston Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — MANUAL DE ANDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

98-4899 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — MANUEL DE ANDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
4 leaves; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Brief biography of the engineer for whom the new Mexico City, Mexico ASHRAE Chapter is named.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Manuel de Anda Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION VIII—MONTERREY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

03-5264 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—MONTERREY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Quintilla, Geronimo.
Capitulo Monterrey #166.—2001
4 leaves: col. ill.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Monterrey Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
See also ASHRAE—REGION VIII—GOLD RIBBON AWARD WINNERS—2009-2010.

95-3815 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history and awards — 1993?
2 p.; 22 cm.
Page taken from a booklet. Lists award winners and past presidents of the Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter — History.

95-3803 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history of Northeastern Oklahoma, Chapter #069 — 1993 January 31.
125 leaves; 28 cm. + 1 binder (30 cm.)
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter — History.
94-2566 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
38 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter — History.

03-5263 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Spencer, Ron.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter—History.

04-5323 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Spencer, Ron.
Recall of Joe O. Tucker.—2004 April 24.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner 2002-03. Includes cover sheet.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter—History.

99-4958 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEAST OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Spencer, Ronald J.
[12] leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98. Cover sheet mentions an update of the chapter's history but it is not present. There are six histories of persons.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Northeast Oklahoma Chapter — History.

03-5274 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Spencer, Ronald J.
History of "Pete" Wingate.—2000.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter—History.

03-5209 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Spencer, Ron.
Recall of Jack E. Tumilty. — 2002 July?
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Northeastern Oklahoma Chapter—History.

99-5000 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — NORTHEAST OKLAHOMA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Tumilty, Jack E.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — SHREVEPORT CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5001 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — SHREVEPORT CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Nooner, Dayton O.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — Northeast Oklahoma Chapter — History.

03-5212 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—SHREVEPORT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nooner, Dee.
ASHRAE Shreveport Chapter recall of Ralph Segal.—2002 June 3.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Shreveport Chapter—History.

03-5262 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—SHREVEPORT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nooner, Dee.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Shreveport Chapter—History.

04-5324 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—SHREVEPORT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nooner, Dee.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-03. Includes cover sheet.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Shreveport Chapter—History.

03-5214 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—SHREVEPORT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nooner, Dee.
1 binder, various pagings : ill. ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1999-2000. Two submittals were in separate binders, but merged into one, as they had separate title pages and Tables of Contents. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—Shreveport Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — SOUTH TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5283 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—SOUTH TEXAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Flaniken, Bruce.
[Updated chapter history ; history of a person]—2001 June 30.
1 1½” binder, various pagings : ill., some col. ; 30 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—South Texas Chapter—History.

99-5002 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — SOUTH TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
South Texas Chapter history. — 1995 June.
3 leaves ; 28 x 44 cm. or smaller.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — South Texas Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION VIII — WEST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-4959 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — WEST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carow, Robert B.
History of a company : Bob Carow Company : Armstrong Mechanical.
Lubbock, TX : Windmill, 1998 February & March.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region VII — West Texas Chapter — History.

99-5003 ASHRAE — REGION VIII — WEST TEXAS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Carow, Robert B.
West Texas history / by Robert B. Carow. — 1995 April 14.
14 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, photos, printed (photocopy). One copy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region VIII — West Texas Chapter — History.

03-5210 ASHRAE—REGION VIII—WEST TEXAS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region VIII—West Texas Chapter—History.
ASHRAE — REGION IX — BIG SKY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

02-5192 ASHRAE—REGION IX—BIG SKY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lynch, William M.
2001 June 19.
3 leaves + 1 cover sheet ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Big Sky Chapter—History.

13-5948 ASHRAE—REGION IX—BIG SKY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Lynch, William M.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Big Sky Chapter—History.

95-3822 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BIG SKY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Worthington, L. W.
12 p. + 1 cover sheet ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. First history of chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Big Sky Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-3823 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Austin, Gerald P.
[1], 10, 2 p. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. First history of chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Area Chapter — History.

97-4877 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Austin, Gerald P.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Area Chapter — History.

02-5195 ASHRAE—REGION IX—BLACK HILLS CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Jordan, Jon P.
2 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Chapter — History.

94-3645 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS AREA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 sheet; 28 cm. + 4 photos: b&w; 21 x 28 cm. or smaller.
Announcement of the chartering of a new ASHRAE Chapter. Photograph depicts the presentation of the charter. Two of them are proof sheets, the other two are the same print.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Area Chapter — History.

99-5084 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
O’Connell, Ronald R.
History of a company: West Plains Engineering, a consulting engineering firm / submitted by Ronald R.
O’Connell. – 1999 May 19.
2 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Chapter — History.

99-4951 ASHRAE — REGION IX — BLACK HILLS CHAPTER — HISTORY.
O’Connell, Ronald R.
4 leaves: ill.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Black Hills Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — EL PASO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4794 ASHRAE — REGION IX — EL PASO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
A chronological history of the El Paso Texas, chapter of ASHRAE — 1982?
8 p.; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Original chapter history. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96. Same as 96-4746?
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — El Paso Chapter — History.

96-4746 ASHRAE — REGION IX — EL PASO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[6] leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — El Paso Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — HISTORY.

99-4986 ASHRAE — REGION IX — HISTORY.
Ivesdal, Patricia.
2 leaves; 28 cm
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — History.

99-4954 ASHRAE — REGION IX — HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, laser-printed (photocopy). Notes are autobiographical in nature. Includes explanatory cover letter.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4764 ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Idaho Chapter — History.

99-4979 ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kartchner, Richard.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Idaho Chapter — History.

99-4950 ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kartchner, Richard.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Idaho Chapter — History.

99-5083 ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kartchner, Richard.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Idaho Chapter — History.

00-5146 ASHRAE—REGION IX—IDAHO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Kartchner, Richard.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Idaho Chapter—History.
ASHRAE — REGION IX — IDAHO CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Robertson, Keith.
"First-time history" of Idaho Chapter / written by Keith Robertson — 1994 Nov. 8.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Idaho Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHVE — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-2266 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE history for Kansas City Chapter / E.F. "Cass" Cassing ; Roland M. Spencer — 1989 Sept. 27.
[27] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Cover signed by Region IX Historian and Chairman.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Kansas City Chapter — History. 2. Cassing, Ellsworth Frederick (Cass), 1920- .

05-5366 ASHRAE—REGION IX—KANSAS CITY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Chapter history expansion: years: 1988-1993, Chapter: Kansas City, Region IX / Loretta L. Carson.—2005
January 17.
5 leaves ; 28 cm. + 1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Kansas City Chapter—History.

93-2270 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Charter of Kansas City Section, American Society of Refrigerating Engineers — 1941.
1 piece ; 23 x 28 cm.
Printed (reduced print, negative copy).
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Kansas City Chapter — History.

92-1272 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten (photocopy of facsimile).
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Kansas City Chapter — History.

96-4750 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Hughes Machinery Company : history of a company / submitted by Jerry Kindig — 1996
June 26.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Kansas City Chapter — History.

99-5085 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Rock, Brian.
3 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region IX – Kansas City Chapter – History.

99-4980 ASHRAE — REGION IX — KANSAS CITY CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Rock, Brian.
The University of Kansas' building mechanical systems laboratory: history of a company / submitted by Brian Rock. — 1998 April 13.
5 leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, photos (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Kansas City Chapter — History.

02-5196 ASHRAE—REGION IX—KANSAS CITY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Rohles, Jr., Frederick H.
History of a research facility: the KSU-ASHRAE Laboratory: a historical perspective on what well-placed seed money can do / Frederick H. Rohles, Jr.; M. H. Hosni.—2001 April 12.
25 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Kansas City Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — CENTENNIAL — INSIGHTS.

02-5193 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEBRASKA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
6 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.

96-4749 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
29 leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, computer-printed, typewritten (photocopy). Included is a submission letter from the Region IX historian, Patricia Ivesdal. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

04-5339 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEBRASKA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 leaf; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.
94-2565 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
  History of the Nebraska Chapter, "ASHVE, ASHAE, ASRE, and ASHRAE" — 1975?
  30 p. ; 28 cm.
  Typewritten, handwritten corrections (photocopy).
  1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

99-4952 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
  8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
  Laser-printed, printed (photocopy). History of an event, a conference which took place at the Blackstone Hotel,
  1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

99-5086 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
  Fifth-year history update : a continuation of the chapter history covering the 80’s [sic] decade / submitted by
  6 leaves ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

02-5198 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
  Histories: James L. Mutum ; Donald E. Whitney ; chapter history continued / submitted by Larry Jenkins.—
  2002 June 25.
  10 leaves ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.

00-5147 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
  History of a pumping system : De Laval steam turbine water pumps / submitted by Larry Jenkins.—2000
  June 4.
  5 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.

95-4046 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
  History of the Nebraska Chapter, "ASHVE, ASHAE, ASRE, and ASHRAE" (expanded,
  June 1995)
  1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
  1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

99-4981 ASHRAE — REGION IX — NEBRASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jenkins, Larry.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Nebraska Chapter — History.

05-5368 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEBRASKA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nebraska chapter activity, 1972-75 ; history of Roger D. Anderson, Nebraska Chapter President 1970-71 ;
history of Robert C. Jones, Nebraska Chapter President 1972-73 / Larry Jenkins.—2005 June 29.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.

03-5248 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEBRASKA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Nebraska Chapter history, continued.—2000?
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History.

13-5949 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEBRASKA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Nebraska Chapter—History. 2. Ryan, William M.

ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.

13-5950 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

05-5369 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

04-5337 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
2002-2003 Chapter History summary.—2003?
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

00-5148 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Grange, Gary E.
First-time chapter history / submitted by Gary E. Grange.—2000 June 8.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

02-5197 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Grange, Gary E.
8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

03-5249 ASHRAE—REGION IX—NEW MEXICO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
2000-2001 Chapter History; 2001-2002 Chapter History.—2002?
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Covers the two ranges of years. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2002-2003.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—New Mexico Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — PIKES PEAK CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5027 ASHRAE — REGION IX — PIKES PEAK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Henderson, Royce.
12 p. : mainly col. ill. ; 28 cm. + 92 p. : mainly ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Pikes Peak Chapter — History.

99-4982 ASHRAE — REGION IX — PIKES PEAK CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Henderson, Royce.
7 leaves : col. ill., photos ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, color printed brochure, color photographs in yellow three-hole punch binder. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Pikes Peak Chapter — History.

99-5087 ASHRAE – REGION IX – PIKES PEAK CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Henderson, Royce.
Updated chapter history : ASHRAE 5-year update of chapter history / submitted by Royce Henderson. – 1999 June 3.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE – Region IX – Pikes Peak Chapter – History.

00-5149 ASHRAE—REGION IX—PIKES PEAK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Miner, Robert N.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Pikes Peak Chapter—History.

94-3325 ASHRAE—REGION IX—PIKES PEAK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
2 sheets ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten (one original, one photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Pikes Peak Chapter—History.

96-4747 ASHRAE—REGION IX—PIKES PEAK CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Run data for VFD vs across the line operation on centrifugal chillers: history of equipment and systems submitted by Royce Henderson—1996 May 30.
[9] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Pikes Peak Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION IX—ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.

96-4763 ASHRAE—REGION IX—ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Adair, Robin D.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Rocky Mountain Chapter—History.

99-5088 ASHRAE—REGION IX—ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Adair, Robin.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Rocky Mountain Chapter—History.

02-5194 ASHRAE—REGION IX—ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Adair, Robin.
4 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Rocky Mountain Chapter—History.

00-5150 ASHRAE—REGION IX—ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Adair, Robin.
3 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Rocky Mountain Chapter—History.

95-4000 ASHRAE — REGION IX — ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Adair, Robin D., Jr.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, spiral-bound.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Rocky Mountain Chapter — History.

99-4983 ASHRAE — REGION IX — ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Adair, Robin.
Updated history of chapter, includes original history and updates from 1979/80 to 1985/86. — 1998 May 6.
18 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Rocky Mountain Chapter — History.

95-3724 ASHRAE — REGION IX — ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Rocky Mountain Chapter.
Pages 650, 720 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Details the charter meeting of the chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Rocky Mountain Chapter — History. 2. ASHVE — Rocky Mountain Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

03-5251 ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bassett, Kurt D.
21 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — South Dakota Chapter — History.

03-5252 ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bassett, Kurt D.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — South Dakota Chapter — History.

94-2824 ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bassett, Kurt D.
12 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — South Dakota Chapter — History.

04-5338 ASHRAE—REGION IX—SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bassett, Kurt.
SD ASHRAE Chapter History Update, 2003-04 Society Year / by Kurt Bassett, Chapter Historian.—2004
June 23.
   4 leaves : ill. : 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IX—South Dakota Chapter—History.

13-5952 ASHRAE—REGION IX—SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bassett, Kurt.
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IX—South Dakota Chapter—History.

00-5151 ASHRAE—REGION IX—SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
King, Robert A.
   6 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IX—South Dakota Chapter—History.

13-5951 ASHRAE—REGION IX—SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
O’Connor, Bob.
History of chapter member Daniel T. Woldt / by Bob O’Connor.—2008.
   5 leaves ; 28 cm.
   Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
   1. ASHRAE—Region IX—South Dakota Chapter—History.  2. Woldt, Daniel T.

99-5090 ASHRAE – REGION IX – SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Ryan, Jim.
   4 leaves ; 28 cm.

99-4953 ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ryan, Jim.
Old Main, University of South Dakota / submitted by Jim Ryan. — 1997 May 27.
   3 leaves ; 28 cm.
   1. ASHRAE — Region IX — South Dakota Chapter — History.

99-4984 ASHRAE — REGION IX — SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Ryan, Jim.
Sabol, George J.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 binder (30 cm.)
Computerwritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner. Stored on shelf in Archives
Room.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Utah Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION IX — WICHITA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-4985 ASHRAE —REGION IX—WICHITA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Bowman, Richard.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Wichita Chapter — History.

00-5152 ASHRAE—REGION IX—WICHITA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Fiechtl, Clint.
Orpheum Theater: making a come back after 20 years : history of a company / submitted by Clint Fiechtl. —
2000 April 14.
3 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Wishita Chapter—History.

04-5340 ASHRAE—REGION IX—WICHITA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of Eric W. Juneman : history of a person significant to the Chapter’s history.—2003 August.
9 leaves ; ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Wichita Chapter—History.

13-5953 ASHRAE—REGION IX—WICHITA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
8 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Wichita Chapter—History. 2. Manson Ward Legion Sjef, Inc.

05-5371 ASHRAE—REGION IX—WICHITA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of Robert “Bob” L. Moore : History of a person significant to the chapter’s history / submitted by
11 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region IX—Wichita Chapter—History.

96-4748 ASHRAE — REGION IX — WICHITA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
10 leaves, 2 p. : ill., some col. ; 28 cm. or smaller.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Wichitah Chapter — History.
95-3999 ASHRAE — REGION IX — WICHITA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Kice, Jack W.
5 leaves ; ill. ; 23 x 28 cm.
Photocopy.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Wichita Chapter — History.

99-5089 ASHRAE – REGION IX – WICHITA CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Smith, Ron.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.

94-3324 ASHRAE — REGION IX — WICHITA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computerwritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region IX — Wichita Chapter — History.
ASHRAE—REGION X—CENTRAL ARIZONA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

94-2574 ASHRAE—REGION X—CENTRAL ARIZONA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

Biddle, Walter A.
1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, handwritten (photocopy). Included is a letter from Mr. Biddle to Mr. Stuart Perkins. Stored on shelf in archives room.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Central Arizona Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

see also ASHVE—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY; ASRE—SAN FRANCISCO SECTION—HISTORY.

93-1540 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

Chapter historical questionnaire and historical refrigeration unit — 1993.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed form filled out by hand and typewritten (photocopy). The historical refrigeration unit is referred to in the questionnaire.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History.

92-697 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

3 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy and carbon copy). Letter from Thomas J. White, Historian for the chapter to Mr. James P. Nauert and his reply regarding chapter history.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History. 2. White, Thomas J. 3. Nauert, James P.

92-696 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

2 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy and carbon copy). Letter from Thomas J. White, Historian for the chapter to Andi Abbott with questions about the chapter's charter and her reply.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History. 2. White, Thomas J.

94-2514 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

4 sheets ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). Letter from Tom White with some tidbits about Golden Gate Chapter and three pages from a 1941 Membership Roster.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History. 2. White, Thomas J.

95-3755 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Phillips, Robert W.  
History of a person: biography of a distinguished chapter member / [by Bob Phillips] —  
1994 July 5.  
2 leaves ; 28 cm. + 1 letter (1 leaf ; 28 cm.)  
[Letter] / Bruce A. Johnson.  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History.  2. White, Thomas J., 1910- .  

92-1102 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
[Phillips, Robert W.]  
History of the Golden Gate Chapter of ASHRAE — 1991?  
Typewritten (photocopy). A history of both the ASRE and ASHVE predecessors of ASHRAE in the San Francisco area. Includes copy of letter from Tony Giometti awarding the Gold Ribbon.  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History.  

94-2562 ASHRAE—REGION X—GOLDEN GATE CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
White, Thomas J.  
11 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Typewritten (photocopy).  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Golden Gate Chapter—History.  

ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.  

95-3812 ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
ASHRAE celebrates centennial; Hawaii Chapter marks 25 years — 1994.  
[Honolulu, HI : Building Industry, 1994 Nov.]  
[9] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Photocopy of parts of magazine article. Similar to 95-3671 and 95-3703. Received a Gold Ribbon Award for 1994-95.  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Hawaii Chapter—History.  

95-3703 ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
ASHRAE celebrates Centennial; Hawaii Chapter marks 25 years.  
Honolulu, HI : Building Industry, 1994 Nov.  
[11 p.] : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Magazine clippings (one photocopy, others original) Includes brief essays on several Hawaii Chapter members, usually with photographs. Almost the same as 95-3671 and 95-3812.  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Hawaii Chapter—History.  

95-3671 ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
ASHRAE members reveal hobbies, habits and insights.  
Honolulu, HI : Building Industry, 1994 Nov.  
[7 p.] : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Magazine clippings (some photocopy, some original). Includes brief essays on several Hawaii Chapter members, usually with photographs. Almost the same as 95-3703 and 95-3812.  
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Hawaii Chapter—History.
ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.

Building industry.
Vol. 40, no. 7
Honolulu, HI: Building Industry, 1994 Nov.
1 issue: ill., some col., 28 cm.
Contains several news items about ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter members, including "Andy" Anderson. Two copies.

ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Chong, Kevin Y. F.
1 leaf: ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy, fax). Published in the chapter's monthly newsletter. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — Hawaii Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.
R. Alex Anderson celebrates his own centennial in 1994.
Honolulu, HI: Building Industry, 1994 Nov.
[3 p.]: ill.; 28 cm.
Photocopy of cover, title page, and essay on Anderson.

ASHRAE—REGION X—HAWAII CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Russell, Victor L.
7 leaves: 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — Hawaii Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—HISTORY.

ASHRAE—REGION X—HISTORY.
ASHRAE to exhibit Region X history.
Vol. 6, no. 1
1 piece: ill.; 28 cm.
Newspaper format clipping. Picture of Dick Charles as Region X Chairman with description of historical exhibit.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—History. 2. ASHRAE—Winter Meeting (1986: San Francisco, CA)

ASHRAE—REGION X—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce A.
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (original). References the two Gold Ribbon Award winners for 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — History.

95-3805 ASHRAE—REGION X—HISTORY.
Region X & Region XI : historical overview / Bruce A. Johnson ; Neil J. Childs.
San Jose, CA : Joint Chapters Regional Conference, 1995 May.
19 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Booklet. A special history of the two regions on the occasion of the ASHRAE Centennial.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—History. 2. ASHRAE—Region XI—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—NORTHERN NEVADA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

00-5142 ASHRAE—REGION X—NORTHERN NEVADA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Borges, Dean S.
A tribute to Cyril G. Hansen / by Dean S. Borges, September 16, 1999.—2000 April 5.
10 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Northern Nevada Chapter—History.

95-3997 ASHRAE—REGION X—NORTHERN NEVADA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
30 p. (i.e., leaves) ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Northern Nevada Chapter—History. 2. Hansen, Cyril G. "Cy", 1911-

94-2496 ASHRAE—REGION X—NORTHERN NEVADA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Northern Nevada Chapter—History.

94-2495 ASHRAE—REGION X—NORTHERN NEVADA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
[Photograph]
1975 Dec.
1 photo : b&w ; 21 x 26 cm.
Photograph of three Society officers and six chapter members.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Northern Nevada Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—ORANGE EMPIRE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

94-2525 ASHRAE—REGION X—ORANGE EMPIRE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
93-1565 ASHRAE—REGION X—ORANGE EMPIRE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Watts, Ken H.
Orange Empire ASHRAE Chapter History / Ken H. Watts — 1993 Apr. 20.
Pages 3-5 ; 28 cm.
Original and facsimile (faxed).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Orange Empire Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SACRAMENTO VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.

see ASHVE—SACRAMENTO VALLEY CHAPTER—HISTORY.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.

93-1566 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
History of the San Diego Chapter of ASHRAE, 1958-circa 1993 / [Bruce A. Johnson]
[5] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and positive photostat. Includes a copy of the Charter, lists of award recipients, life members, and chapter past presidents. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

05-5386 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce.
Frank Shadpour, P.E., Chapter President, 1993-94 / by Bruce Johnson.—2001?
1 leaf : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy). Part of a newsletter. Lou Flagg Historical Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

94-2595 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce A.
George W. Dunn, P.E. : a personal history / by Bruce A. Johnson.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

02-5184 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce.
Historian’s corner : John Littrell P.E. Chapter President 1984-1985 / by Bruce Johnson.—2002 May.
Page 4 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Article appearing in The Upblast, the San Diego Chapter Newsletter. Gold Ribbon Award 2001-2002.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

99-5020 ASHRAE — REGION X — SAN DIEGO CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce A.
2 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — San Diego Chapter — History.

95-3758 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce A.
History of the San Diego Chapter of ASHRAE, 1958-circa 1993 / by Bruce A. Johnson — 1994?
Rev.
6 leaves; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Sticky note requests this copy to replace the earlier one.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

03-5213 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce.
1 leaf: ill.; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 2001-2002. Article in “The Upblast” which is the chapter paper.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

99-4947 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce.
3 leaves: ill.; 28 cm.
Laser-printed, photocopied onto ivory rag paper. Includes two extra, miscellaneous sheets and cover letter.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

99-5133 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce.
10 leaves: ill. (some col.); 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

96-4687 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Johnson, Bruce A.
Submission of a personal history of Stan Jarosin, P.E. — 1996?
3 leaves; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

92-1262 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Miller, Hugo S.
[2] leaves; 28 cm. + envelope.
Typewritten and handwritten. Biography.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History. 2. Richards, Charles Maynard, 1912-

94-3322 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
The Upblast.
1 issue ; 22 x 36 cm. folded to 22 x 18 cm.
Includes information on chapter meeting at which Daniel Wile was to speak.

95-3756 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Williams, Verle A.
The birth of EMS, FMS, BMS, or EMCS (the first computer driven central control system) / by Verle A.
5 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Includes a brief bio of Mr. Williams.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

04-5321 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN DIEGO CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Williams, Verle.
The Birth of EMS, FMS, BMS, or EMCS (the first computer driven central-control system) / by Verle A.
Williams.—1994 Dec. 7.
Copy of 95-3756, Gold Ribbon Award winner, see for complete record. Lou Flagg Historical Award Submittal.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Diego Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

92-1355 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
ASHRAE, San Jose Chapter 101, membership roster, 25th anniversary.
[66] p. : ill ; 26 cm.
Printed, with silver covers.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History.

92-1353 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Chapter historical questionnaire — 1992 June 16.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Form, filled out by hand (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History.

99-4988 ASHRAE — REGION X — SAN JOSE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gord, David.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. (Photocopy). Also included are a cover letter and a chapter archive checklist. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — San Jose Chapter — History.
O'Brien, Dan.

7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Desk top published with one color photocopy of picture of Mr. Wilson, spiral bound. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History.

95-3996 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

O'Brien, Dan.

3 p. (i.e., 4 leaves) : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed with color photocopy.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History. 2. Liston, Thomas L., 1929-

92-1354 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

Robert E. Swezey, a personal history — 1992?
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Printed on word processor (photocopy?).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History. 2. Swezey, Robert E., 1935-

93-1567 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

2 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (faxed). Slightly enlarged version of 92-1354, Robert E. Swezey, a personal history.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History.

94-2507 ASHRAE—REGION X—SAN JOSE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

San Jose Chapter receives charter November 1.
Page 67 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed page (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—San Jose Chapter—History.

99-5093 ASHRAE – REGION X – SAN JOSE CHAPTER – HISTORY.

Taipale, Rick.

The 100-year history of the Santa Clara Electric Utility / prepared by Rick Taipale. – April 1997.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97?
1. ASHRAE – Region X – San Jose Chapter – History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SIERRA DELTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

95-3811 ASHRAE—REGION X—SIERRA DELTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

[7] leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95. Includes a copy of the Chapter Charter.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Sierra Delta Chapter—History.

99-5019 ASHRAE — REGION X — SIERRA DELTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Avila, Francis.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Sierra Delta Chapter—History.

96-4686 ASHRAE—REGION X—SIERRA DELTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Avila, Francis.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Sierra Delta Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SINGAPORE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

95-3757 ASHRAE—REGION X—SINGAPORE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hoa, Tan Yong.
2 leaves ; 30 cm. + 1 letter (1 leaf ; 30 cm.)
Laser-printed (photocopy). Describes the founding of the first international chapter of ASHRAE.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Singapore Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

96-4795 ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995/96. Same as 96-4688?
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Southern California Chapter—History.

96-4688 ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Riley, James N.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner for 1995-96. (Company also known as ACCO).
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Southern California Chapter—History.

99-5045 ASHRAE — REGION X — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Riley, James.
4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes cover letter. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1998-99?
1. ASHRAE — Region X — Southern California Chapter — History.

99-5018 ASHRAE — REGION X — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA — HISTORY.
Riley, James N.
Mover and shaker, chapter I / by James Riley. — 1997 April.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region X — Southern California — History.

99-4948 ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Riley, James.
Mover and shaker, chapter 2 / by James Riley.
Pages 4-5 : ill. ; 28 cm.

94-2510 ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Sol*air.
Vol. 30, no. 4
4 p. : ill. : 28 cm.
Printed. Includes some history in obituaries.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Southern California Chapter—History.

94-2511 ASHRAE—REGION X—SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Sol*air.
Vol. 30, no. 9
5 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Southern California Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION X—TRI-COUNTY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
see also ASHRAE—CENTENNIAL—INSIGHTS.

94-3625 ASHRAE—REGION X—TRI-COUNTY CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Important events for Tri-County Chapter formation — 1988.
1 sheet ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy of facsimile). Several items of note with date from the founding days of the Chapter.
1. ASHRAE—Region X—Tri-County Chapter—History.
Region XI

ASHRAE — REGION XI — ALASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2515 ASHRAE — REGION XI — ALASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
ASHRAE Alaska Chapter history 1988 / Bill Elam, Chapter Historian.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes a letter concerning the Gold Ribbon Award for the paper.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Alaska Chapter — History.

94-2519 ASHRAE — REGION XI — ALASKA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Elam, Bill.
ASHRAE sponsored history of Honeywell Inc. in Alaska / by Bill Elam — 1991 April 16.
12 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.
Computer printed, in blue, three prong folder with clear front.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Alaska Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also KIRKWOOD, RODERICK R., 1920- ; ASHRAE — ANNUAL MEETING (67TH : 1960 : VANCOUVER, BC)

05-5383 ASHRAE—REGION XI—BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
1 CD + 1 v. unpaged ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—British Columbia Chapter—History.

99-4995 ASHRAE — REGION XI — BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[12] leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — British Columbia Chapter — History.

94-2518 ASHRAE — REGION XI — BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 piece ; 28 cm.
Printed (color photocopy). For the 35th anniversary of the Chapter.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — British Columbia Chapter — History.

10-5923 ASHRAE—REGION XI—BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Grusnick, Norm.
History 2008-2009 / by Norm Grusnick.
307 p. : ill., some col. ; 28 cm. + 1 CD.
Stored on shelf.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—British Columbia Chapter—History.
11-5928 ASHRAE—REGION XI—BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Grusnick, Norm.
   History 2009-2010, BC Chapter #020.
   1 CD.
   1. ASHRAE—Region XI—British Columbia Chapter—History.

94-2517 ASHRAE — REGION XI — BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
   Robson, Ralph L.
      The first thirty five years : British Columbia Chapter history / Ralph L. Robson.
      41 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
      Typewritten (copy). Spiral bound.
      Cover title: History, the first 35 years. 1952-1987.
      1. ASHRAE — Region XI — British Columbia Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — CRC (1972 : PORTLAND, OR)

93-2269 ASHRAE — REGION XI — CRC (1972 : PORTLAND, OR)
   The Oregon Diffuser.
   Vol XXVI, no. 12.
   Portland, OR : Oregon Chapter, ASHRAE, 1972 May.
   17 p. (i.e., leaves) : ill. ; 28 cm.
   Printed? Issue devoted to the upcoming CRC.
   1. ASHRAE — Region XI — CRC (1972 : Portland, OR)

ASHRAE — REGION XI — CRC (1973 : REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA)

see also ASHRAE — CRCS — HISTORY.

94-2587 ASHRAE — REGION XI — CRC (1973 : REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA)
   ASHRAE Spring Conferences and CRC Meetings — 1973 May 16-18.
   1 piece ; 23 x 70 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
   Printed, oxblood ink on cream. Designed to be cut in half. Duplicate of 94-2586.
   1. ASHRAE — Region XI — CRC (1973 : Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada)

ASHRAE — REGION XI — CRC (1985 : WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA)

   see ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — REGION X — HISTORY; ASHRAE — REGIONS; ASHRAE—REGION XI—MANITOBA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

05-5385 ASHRAE—REGION XI—HISTORY.
Childs, Neil J.
24 p. : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—History.

94-2522 ASHRAE — REGION XI — HISTORY.
4 sheets ; 30 cm.
Typewritten, handwritten (photocopy). Concerns the CRC locations and host chapters and other history for the earlier days of those chapters in Region XI which used to be in Region II. Duplicate of 95-4310.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — History.

92-693 ASHRAE — REGION XI — HISTORY.
4 pieces ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Memo is from Det Goepfert, Region XI Historian, questionnaire is to provide information for a future history.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — History.

ASHRAE—REGION XI—INLAND EMPIRE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

00-5145 ASHRAE—REGION XI—INLAND EMPIRE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
A compilation of history for the chapter from conception in 1949 to the current year 1999/2000 :
ASHRAE Inland Empire Chapter, Number 078 / compiled by James G. Miller—rev. 2000 April.
[52] p. variously numbered : ill., some col. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Inland Empire Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2424 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 piece ; 22 x 27 cm. folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Printed folder. Agenda.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History.

93-1542 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Atkinson, William J.
Typewritten and printed (photocopy). A history of coal burning practices in the area in the thirties and forties. Includes a photocopied pamphlet from Oct. 6, 1942 about how to be conserve energy.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History. 2. Energy conservation.
95-3804 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Barter, Dieter.
20 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 folded leaf (col. map ; 28 x 42 cm.) + 1 binder (30 cm.)
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History.

96-4691 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Bisson, Robert.
Manitoba legislative building mechanical systems history / prepared by Robert Bisson — 1996?
6 leaves ; 28 cm. + 7 architectural drawings ; 28 x 44 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm.
Laser-printed, blue print (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History.

96-4703 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Buffalo Tales : newsletter of the Manitoba Chapter — 1985 May.
1 issue : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed. Published in conjunction with the 1985 CRC in Winnipeg, Manitoba? Includes a photocopy of the original petition for charter.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History. 2. ASHRAE — Region XI — CRC (1985 : Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada)

03-5216 ASHRAE—REGION XI—MANITOBA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Childs, Neil J.
18 leaves : ill. some col. ; 28 cm.
Gold Ribbon Award winner 1999-2000. Held together with brads. Regional history as opposed to chapter history.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Manitoba Chapter—History.

92-1105 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MANITOBA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Childs, Neil J.
94 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed and plastic ring bound. Two copies. Includes chronological history, short biographies of important chapter people, lists and dates of material in the Chapter Archives, and an index. Also, a letter from Tony Giometti awarding the Gold Ribbon.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Manitoba Chapter — History.

03-5287 ASHRAE—REGION XI—MANITOBA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
39 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-1998?
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Manitoba Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — MID-COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
94-3187 ASHRAE — REGION XI — MID-COLUMBIA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
(21) leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer written (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Mid-Columbia Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

00-5143 ASHRAE—REGION XI—NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
3 leaves : ill., one col. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

99-4993 ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter History Update — 1995/96.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

99-4992 ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter History Update — 1996/97.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

96-4692 ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
40th anniversary : a history of technology applied — 1996.
1 vol. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed and spiral bound. Includes pictures of past Chapter presidents. Two copies.
Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

04-5347 ASHRAE—REGION XI—NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hall, Ivan.
Canada Packers plant – North Edmonton / by Ivan Hall.—2004 Jan. 5
15 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. + cover sheet ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Northern Alberta Chapter—History.

04-5348 ASHRAE—REGION XI—NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Hall, Ivan.
21 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Northern Alberta Chapter—History.
99-4991 ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
High temperature hot water system Edmonton International Airport / submitted by Ivan Hall. — [1998?]  
8 leaves : diagrams ; 28 cm.  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

94-2572 ASHRAE — REGION XI — NORTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
Typewritten (photocopied) on goldenrod stock with logo at top.  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Northern Alberta Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
see also ASHAE — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHVE — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY; ASHRAE — ANNUAL MEETING (1986 : PORTLAND, OR).

94-2500 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
1 sheet ; 28 cm.  
Typewritten (fax copy).  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

94-2576 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
40 years, the Oregon Chapter : a brief history, 1939-1979 / by Det Goepfert ; Don Kroeker.  
Portland, OR : Oregon Diffuser, 1979 Nov.  
Page 4-5 ; 28 cm. + 2 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Typewritten (photocopy). Also included is a cover letter and another history from 1986.  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

94-2564 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
22 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Printed and spiral bound.  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

92-1259 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.  
33 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Printed and spiral bound. Describes the history of the chapter. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.  
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

05-5382 ASHRAE—REGION XI—OREGON CHAPTER—HISTORY.  
ASHRAE Region XI Oregon Chapter W. Bruce Morrison tribute / Steve Farnes.—2005 April 12.  
1 CD + 1 leaf ; 28 cm..  
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Oregon Chapter—History.

99-4949 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morrison, W. Bruce.
Biography, Detlef C. Goepfert / by W. Bruce Morrison.
3 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.

94-2498 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[Morrison, W. Bruce]
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Includes a letter recommending the history for a Gold Ribbon Award.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

94-2502 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Morrison, W. Bruce.
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Included is a pamphlet written by Mr. Kroeker entitled "The Cup story."

94-2499 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Mosey, Ed.
Heat pump achieves historical notice / by Ed Mosey.
1 piece ; 22 x 28 cm.
Newspaper clipping (photocopy). Includes a letter from Det Goepfert to George Meffert who was the ASHRAE historian. Article details two buildings in Portland which were early users of heat pump technology.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.

94-2579 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Oregon Chapter, a brief history / by Det Goepfert as told to him by Don Kroeker and Jim Waymire.
Page 4 ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (copy).

97-4832 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Oregon Diffuser.
Vol. 1, no. 1
1 issue : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy. Includes letter from one of the organizers of the newsletter and a list of all the past editors on the back of the first page. Re-issued for the chapter’s fiftieth birthday? Describes the first chapter-sponsored research project.

1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History. 2. ASHVE — Oregon Chapter — History.

94-2577 ASHRAE — REGION XI — OREGON CHAPTER — HISTORY. The Oregon Diffuser. Vol. 41, no. 1 Portland, OR : Oregon Chapter of ASHRAE, 1986 May. 1 issue : ill. ; 28 cm. Printed. Includes some information about the "J. Donald Kroeker Award" which is given to the three best chapter publications in Region XI each year. 1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Oregon Chapter — History.


ASHRAE — REGION XI — PUGET SOUND CHAPTER — HISTORY.


1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Puget Sound Chapter — History.

94-3185 ASHRAE — REGION XI — PUGET SOUND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
McDougall, Martin.

History of the Pacific NW Chapter, ASHVE, ASRE and the Puget Sound Chapter, ASHRAE, 1924 to 1993 / compiled by Martin McDougall — 1994.
22 leaves ; 28 cm.
Computer written (photocopy?).
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Puget Sound Chapter — History. 2. ASHVE — Pacific Northwest Chapter — History. 3. ASRE — Seattle Chapter — History.

03-5286 ASHRAE—REGION XI—PUGET SOUND CHAPTER—HISTORY.
McDougall, Martin.

12 p. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-1998?
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Puget Sound Chapter—History.

05-5381 ASHRAE—REGION XI—PUGET SOUND CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Milligan, Gary.

The life of a Puget Sound mechanical engineer—Robert Johnson / by Gary Milligan.—2005 April 11.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Puget Sound Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

see also ASHRAE — CRCS — HISTORY.

94-2444 ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE Regina Chapter, roster of members & committees, 1988.
[38] p. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Printed. Includes advertising section in back.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

99-5100 ASHRAE – REGION XI – REGINA CHAPTER – HISTORY.
Darke, Frank.

History of Don Bell / Frank Darke. – 1999 April 19.
4 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.

03-5217 ASHRAE—REGION XI—REGINA CHAPTER—HISTORY.

4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XI—Regina Chapter—History.
ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

5 leaves : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (one original, one photocopy). Two copies (color photocopy and b&w photocopy of picture).
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
The Pile of bones — 1988 April.
Typewritten (copy). Chapter newsletter.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
1 v. various pagings ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). In folder.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[25] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — REGINA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
William "Bill" Sheppit : a personal history, Regina ASHRAE Chapter — 1996?
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Regina Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — SASKATOON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — SASKATOON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
[62] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Also, included is a copy of the Charter.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Saskatoon Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — SASKATOON CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Saskatoon POWUR (sic) News.
Vol. IV, no. vii
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan : The Chapter, 1986 March.
4 p. ; 28 x 44 cm. folded to 28 x 22 cm.
Typewritten (copy). List of ongoing activities which might be similar to what was happening in the present. POWUR refers to Potash, Oil, Wheat, and Uranium.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Saskatoon Chapter — History.

93-1541 ASHRAE — REGION XI — SASKATOON CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Solie, Darrell S.
Saskatoon ASHRAE Chapter history update, September 1987 to June 1992 / compiled by Darrell S. Solie.
[19] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy), bound in blue, three brad folder with clear cover.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Saskatoon Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — SOUTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-2563 ASHRAE — REGION XI — SOUTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
65 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.
Printed and spiral bound.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Southern Alberta Chapter — History.

92-1106 ASHRAE — REGION XI — SOUTHERN ALBERTA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Klassen, Henry W.
21 p. [i.e., leaves] ; 28 cm.
Typewritten (photocopy). Includes letter from Tony Giometti awarding the Gold Ribbon. Two copies.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Southern Alberta Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XI — VANCOUVER ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4694 ASHRAE — REGION XI — VANCOUVER ISLAND CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Meredith, Jack.
A.S.H.R.A.E. Vancouver Island : chapter history / by Jack Meredith — 1995?
8 p. ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). Also included is photocopy of the Charter. Two copies. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1995-96. Chapter was founded in 1985.
1. ASHRAE — Region XI — Vancouver Island Chapter — History.
ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

96-4796 ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Central Florida Chapter history — 1996 April 24.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Central Florida Chapter — History.

93-1556 ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history, ASHRAE Region 12, Central Florida Chapter — 1992?
1 v. ; 29 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Central Florida Chapter — History.

92-1256 ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Typewritten (photocopy). Describes the development of the company congruent with the development of Central Florida.

96-4816 ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
5 leaves, 3 leaves of plate, 1 brochure : col. ; 28 cm. or smaller.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Orlando Chapter — History.

99-5076 ASHRAE — REGION XII — CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Central Florida Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — FLORIDA WEST COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5004 ASHRAE — REGION XII — FLORIDA WEST COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Awmiller, Mark.
History of a system : hotel domestic water heat recovery system, original design by Ossi Consulting Engineers, 1972 in Tampa, Florida / presented by Mark Awmiller. — 1998?
4 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Florida West Coast Chapter — History.
92-1103 ASHRAE — REGION XII — FLORIDA WEST COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

[Cook, Robert E.]

History of a company — 1992 April 15.
1 v. paged variously : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten, computer printed and printed. A history of the company, Environmental Technologies Corp. Includes three color brochures about the company and its products. All documents bound together in an orange folder. Also, a letter from Tony Giometti, awarding the Gold Ribbon.

1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Florida West Coast Chapter — History. 2. Environmental Technologies Corp.

92-1356 ASHRAE — REGION XII — FLORIDA WEST COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Polk Theater, Lakeland, Florida : heating, ventilating, lighting, air wash and service water heating, circa 1926, history of a system.
[Orlando, FL?] : ASHRAE Florida West Coast Chapter, 1992?
[10] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed with photocopies of illustrations, one set is photocopied in color, the other in black and white. Describes the renovation of a theater with the emphasis on the mechanical renovations.

1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Florida West Coast Chapter — History. 2. Polk Theater (Lakeland, FL)

96-4818 ASHRAE — REGION XII — FLORIDA WEST COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Sutton, Robert P.
ASHRAE chapter history five year update for the Florida West Coast Chapter / prepared by Robert P. Sutton — 1996 April 26.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Florida West Coast Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

92-1247 ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

Gold coast history — 1991?
1 looseleaf v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopied). Includes proclamations, charters, history, lists of officers. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.

1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Gold Coast Chapter — History.

92-1249 ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

1 looseleaf v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.

1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Gold Coast Chapter — History. 2. Hill York Company.

99-5075 ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1867 ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typewritten. Cover letter as well.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Gold Coast Chapter — History.

99-5075 ASHRAE — REGION XII — GOLD COAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Gold Coast Chapter — History.

ASHRAE—REGION XII—GULFSTREAM CHAPTER—HISTORY.

03-5301 ASHRAE—REGION XII—GULFSTREAM CHAPTER—HISTORY.
[Photo of Morris Backer presenting the Gulfstream Chapter charter to an unnamed individual]—1979.
1 photo : b&w ; 21 x 26 cm.
Some details on charter are visible in photo.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Gulfstream Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — HISTORY.

99-5118 ASHRAE – REGION XII – HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
Cool it, said John Gorrie : panhandle doctor pioneered in air conditioning / by John Gladstone.
Volume 24, no. 1
Miami, FL : South Florida History magazine, 1996 Spring.
Pages 12-15 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Article contained in publication. Brief bio of Gladstone.
1. ASHRAE – Region XII – History. 2. Gladstone, John, 1917-

ASHRAE — REGION XII — JACKSONVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.

93-1866 ASHRAE — REGION XII — JACKSONVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Chapter history — 1993.
[8] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Typewritten and photograph (photocopied)
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Jacksonville Chapter — History.

96-4817 ASHRAE — REGION XII — JACKSONVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Jacksonville Chapter history — 1996 May.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 31 cm. or smaller.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Jacksonville Chapter — History.

99-5073 ASHRAE — REGION XII — JACKSONVILLE CHAPTER — HISTORY.
14 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Various print formats, photographs (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1997-98.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Jacksonville Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — MIAMI CHAPTER — HISTORY.

95-4191 ASHRAE — REGION XII — MIAMI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
6 leaves ; 28 cm.
Laser-printed (photocopy). A history of one of ASHRAE's 100 year old members. Also printed in ASHRAE Insights. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1994-95.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Miami Chapter — History. 2. Lazar, Joseph H., 1895- . 3. ASHRAE — Centennial.

95-3681 ASHRAE — REGION XII — MIAMI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
Dr. John Gorrie of Apalachicola and the invention of air conditioning / John Gladstone.
28 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Additional reading: p. 28.
ISBN 0-930644-19-0
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Miami Chapter — History. 2. Gorrie, Dr. John, 1803-1855. 3. Dr. John Gorrie Museum.

99-5044 ASHRAE — REGION XII — MIAMI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm.
Printed (photocopy). Two copies of "biography", but only one copy of other supporting materials. One loose-leaf binder. Stored on shelves in Archives Room. Gold Ribbon Award winner, 1996-97.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Miami Chapter — History.

02-5200 ASHRAE—REGION XII—MIAMI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
History of an artifact / John Gladstone.—2001 May 1.
1 v. unpaged : ill. ; 28 cm. + binder.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Miami Chapter—History.
04-5335 ASHRAE—REGION XII—MIA%MIAMI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
38 leaves: ill., some col.; 28 cm.
Laser-printed. Lou Flagg Award submittal.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Miami Chapter—History.

96-4742 ASHRAE — REGION XII — MIAMI CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
1 vol. unpaged: col., b&w ill.; 28 cm. + binder.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Miami Chapter — History.

02-5202 ASHRAE—REGION XII—MIAMI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Gladstone, John.
1 vol. unpaged: col., 28 cm. + binder.
Update of chapter history. Stored on shelf in archives room.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Miami Chapter—History.

02-5201 ASHRAE—REGION XII—MIAMI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
The History of Biscayne Air Conditioning Company: a history project of the Miami Chapter.—1999 June 1.
19 leaves: 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Miami Chapter—History.

02-5203 ASHRAE—REGION XII—MIAMI CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Maman, Sarah.
History of John Gladstone / by Sarah Maman and Mario Berrios.—2001 June 23.
1 vol. unpaged: ill.; 28 cm. + binder.
1. ASHRAE—Region XII—Miami Chapter—History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — SOUTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.

94-3327 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SOUTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Duritsch, Lisa A.
14 leaves: 28 cm.
Typewritten, in blue binder. Gold Ribbon Award winner.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Southwest Florida Chapter — History.
92-1248 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SOUTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.


[11] leaves; 28 cm. One chart 23 x 56 cm. folded to 23 x 28 cm.
Typewritten and printed (photocopied). Looseleaf. Describes the history of Munters Corp., a refrigeration company. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Southwest Florida Chapter — History. 2. Munters Corporation.

99-5074 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SOUTHWEST FLORIDA CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Veenstra, Tom
Looking back: reflections of FPL's colorful 70-year history / by Tom Veenstra.
Pages 4-11: ill.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Southwest Florida Chapter — History.

ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.

99-5135 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Atkins, Paul S.
1 v. variously paged: ill.; 29 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.

99-5005 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Atkins, Paul S.
1 v. unpaged: col. ill.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.

94-3328 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Houser, Lyle.
1 v. unpaged; 28 cm. + 1 binder (30 cm.)
Typewritten (photocopy). Gold Ribbon Award winner. Stored on shelf in Archives Room.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.

96-4819 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
15 leaves; 28 cm. + 1 audiotape.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.
94-2575 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.


1 photo: b&w: 25 x 21 cm. + attached caption; 18 x 21 cm.
Caption is typewritten (photocopy).
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.

95-4192 ASHRAE — REGION XII — SPACECOAST CHAPTER — HISTORY.
Sanford, Alan.
BRPH Architects, Engineers, Inc: a brief history of a local firm that supports our ASHRAE Spacecoast Chapter / by Alan Sanford — 1995 April.

1 p.; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE — Region XII — Spacecoast Chapter — History.
ASHRAE Region XIII

ASHRAE—REGION XIII—HONG KONG CHAPTER—HISTORY.

03-5215 ASHRAE—REGION XIII—HONG KONG CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Brief history of ASHRAE Hong Kong Chapter – 2000 August 15.
6 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
1. ASHRAE—Region XIII—Hong Kong Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION XIII—KUWAIT CHAPTER—HISTORY.

03-5291 ASHRAE—REGION XIII—KUWAIT CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Kuwait Chapter, ASHRAE Newsletter.—2001 Nov.
1 issue : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
Pamphlet.
1. ASHRAE—Region XIII—Kuwait Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION XIII—KUWAIT CHAPTER—NEWSLETTER (2001)

11 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 30 cm.
Periodical.
1. ASHRAE—Region XIII—Kuwait Chapter—Newsletter.

ASHRAE—REGION XIII—SINGAPORE CHAPTER—HISTORY.

03-5318 ASHRAE—REGION XIII—SINGAPORE CHAPTER—HISTORY.
ASHRAE Singapore Chapter: Air-conditioning and refrigeration development in Singapore.—
1 CD-ROM
1. ASHRAE—Region XIII—Singapore Chapter—History.

ASHRAE—REGION XIII—TAIWAN CHAPTER—HISTORY.

13-5937 ASHRAE—REGION XIII—TAIWAN CHAPTER—HISTORY.
Sweet memory, 1989-2009 : the 20th anniversary of ASHRAE Taiwan Chapter celebration.
95 p. : ill., some col. ; 30 cm
1. ASHRAE—Region XIII—Taiwan Chapter—History.
ASHRAE Region-at-Large

ASHRAE—REGION AT LARGE—ANNUAL REGIONAL CONFERENCE

07-5440 ASHRAE—REGION AT LARGE—ANNUAL REGIONAL CONFERENCE (2002).
   September 18-20, 2002.
   1 compact disc.
   1. ASHRAE—Region at Large—Annual Regional Conference (2002).

   September 25-27, 2005, general information, reports, pictures.
   1 compact disc.